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PREFACE

This report documents an Independent Technical Review (ITR)
conducted by the Department of Energy (DOE), Office of Environmental
Restoration and Waste Management (DOE-EM). The review was performed at
the request of the Director, Office of Technical Support (EM-35) on the
operations, technical basis and process technology issues related to In-Tank
Precipitation and Extended Sludge Processing (ITP/ESP) at the DOE's Savannah
River Site (SRS).

information for the review was drawn from documents provided to
the ITR Team by the Westinghouse Savannah River Company (WSRC) and
others, and from presentations, discussions, interviews, and facility inspections
at the Savannah River Site during the weeks of March 8 and March 22, 1993.
During the week of March 29, the ITR Team developed consensus assessments
and recommendations.

The ITR Team consensus assessments and recommendations form the

core of this report, and are supported by associated description and discussion.
It is an independent assessment of information available to, and used by,
Savannah River Site personnel. Repetition of information to support assessment
discussions is not meant to imply discovery of the information by the ITR Team.
However, ITR Team members, acting as independent reviewers, may have
assessed the information from a perspective that differs significantly from that of
Savannah River Site personnel.

A Technical Oversight Board (TOB), composed of senior level
individuals with extensive experience in the development, execution,
management, and evaluation of large, technically involved projects, is chartered
to review all aspects of the ITR Team's activities. In its Charter, the TOB is
directed to review the assessment and recommendations prepared by the ITR
Team to assure internal technical consistency, and to confirm that the strengths,
concerns and recommendations are supported by sufficient technical
information. The ITP/ESP Charter and general review plan were discussed with
the TOB at a meeting on February 24, 1993 in Chicago, Illinois, at which they
concurred with the general review approach. A representative of the TOB,
William Hamilton, accompanied the team during a portion of the first review
week at the ITP/ESP site. The TOB and ITR Team representatives discussed the
assessment summary the week of April 20 via teleconferencing. The TOB
comments were considered by the ITR Team, and appropriate modifications
were made to the content of the report.
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ITR EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This document reports the results of an Independent Technical Review
(ITR) of Savannah River Site In Tank Precipitation (ITP) and Extended Sludge
Processing (ESP). Equipment and chemical processes, integration of systems,
resource management, and regulatory concerns were reviewed. Recommen-
dations and assessments are based on information gathered from presentations,
interviews, tours and documentation provided by the site in March i993.

General Assessment

ESP can support the initial startup of DWPF in May 1994 using sludge
as the only radioactive feed, irrespective of the state of ITP. Failure to complete a
series of non-complex construction and maintenance tasks related to sludge
processing and transfer will place the May 1994 milestone in jeopardy.

ITP is a high risk process for delivering cesium and strontium to
DWPF and generating salt storage space in the Tank Farm. Risk derives from:
inadequate definition, testing and understanding of process chemistry; uncertain
equipment functionality; and inadequate integration with preceding and
succeeding subsystems.

The planned chemical process elements (ITP, Late Wash and the
Precipitate Hydrolysis Process) for preparing cesium feed to DWPF are not
perceived by SRS as an integrated subsystem, rather they are treated and
managed as separate elements in a sequence. The inter-dependencies between
the processes elements have not been adequately considered. As a result,
verification of this process will be possible only when the complete subsystem
operates successfully.

Operation of both the High Level Waste System and the Defense Waste
Processing System are related to the operation of cesium/strontium feed
preparation processes. Failure to integrate the planning, operation and
management of these elements into a single waste remediation system places
process feasibility, long term operability and feed continuity in question.

If ITP starts and fails to operate as required, continuity of the DWPF
and Tank Farm Waste Management operations will be jeopardized. There
appear to be minimal workarounds or alternate solutions to the many existing
and emerging ITP technical problems. Reactive, discovery management tends to
be used to solve problems, resulting in high potential for inadequate process
development, lengthening the program and increasing its cost.
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Abandoning ITP and associated process elements now, and placing
tanks presently set aside for ITP back into salt receipt service, can allow years of
sludge-feed for DWPF operation. In parallel with this operation, the review,
testing, and possible implementation of one of the potential alternatives to
can take place. This alternative path forward appears to achieve successful
operation of both the HLW and DWPF systems, while decreasing risk associated
with the precipitation waste preparation process.
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I. SUMMARY ASSESSMENT

1.1. Introduction

An Independent Technical Review of In-Tank Precipitation (_) and
Extended Sludge Processing (ESP) at the Savannah River Site (SRS) was carried
out in March, 1993. The review focused on ITP/ESP equipment and chemical
processes, integration of ITP/ESP within tile High Level Waste (HLW) and
Defense Waste Processing Facility (DWPF) systems, and management and
regulatory concerns.

The assessments summarized here are the foundation for the
recommendations presented in Chapter II. Chapter IIIcontains observations
leading to the assessments, specific assessments, and suggested alternative
solutions.

Based on this review, and on the ITR team's need for integrating
concepts, the High Level Waste Remediation System (HLWR_q)was defined to
encompass all aspects of liquid waste processing at the SRS. In addition, it was
recognized that a major subsystem within the HLWRS is the Extended In-Tank
Precipitation subsystem, which is defined to include In-Tank Precipitation, Late
Wash and the Precipitate Hydrolysis Process.

1.2. ESP and DWPF Overation

ESP can support DWPF radioactive (hot) startup and operation by
providing sludge (Batch 1) as the only radioactive feed, allowing DWPF to meet
the May 1994 hot startup milestone. Barriers to May 1994 operation are:
completion of an Auxiliary Pump Pit (APP) bypass pipe-line for radioactive
sludge transfer, and successful operation of transfer and slurry pumps on Tanks
40 and 51. Construction of the bypass line has not begun; the scheduled
completion date is March 1994. Existing variable speed transfer pumps lack
sufficient head to transfer sludge at the intended capacity through the bypass
line to the Low Point Pump Pit (LPPP). New, non-standard transfer-pump
motors are not on order making delivery by May 1994 questionable. Slurry
pumps may be frozen from non-use and lack of preventive maintenance. Failure
to complete this series of non-complex construction and maintenance tasks is
placing a major DWPF milestone in jeopardy.
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1.3. Extended ITP

A major focus of this review is an evaluation of ITP operability within
the context of successful DWPF operation. ITP functional requirements and
technical specifications therefore should be based on cesium precipitate feed
requirements for Late Wash and final DWPF glass composition requirements.
However, it is necessary to define a system which captures all of _heelements
which process the flow of cesium feed to the melter because successful operation
of individual isolated elements does not insure successful operation as a system.
This combination of ITP and other cesium feed preparation subsystems is
defined within this report as the Extended ITP (EITP)system, illustrated in Fig.
1.1.

The EITPconsists of three subsystems connected in series. The ITP
subsystem receives salt solution from the Tank Farm, and separates cesium and
strontium from other soluble wastes by precipitation/adsorption. Through
filtering, stripping and washing, the high level radioactive precipitate slurry is
concentrated and separated from the decontaminated filtrate which is transferred
to the saltstone facility. The precipitate slurry is stored in a carbon steel tank,
and nitrite is added to reduce corrosion. When required by DWPF, the
precipitate is sent to the Late Wash subsystem where nitrite and radiolytic
decomposition products are removed using a process similar to ITP. The
precipitate is then sent to the PI-IPin the DWPF where it is returned to an
aqueous form. Organics are steam stripped from the precipitate, and the
aqueous radioactive waste is transferred for combination and adjustment with
sludge slurry for vitrification. ITP, LW and PHP taken together constitute a
complete system to precipitate cesium a1_dprocess it for disposition.

Implementing ITPmandates the activation of the other two
subsystems. However, EITPis not defined or managed by SRS as an integrated
system, rather it is treated and managed as separate elements in a sequence. ITP
is part of the HLW system, and LW and PHP are part of DWPF. This segmental
approach to an integrated problem neglects inter-dependencies between the
processes. Verification of the performance and operability of the Extended ITP
system is not possible prior to completion of LW and implementation of PHP,
consequently the risk of failure is greatly increased.
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Figure 1.1. The EITP System

1.4. Risks of the EITP

The planned startup of EITP is a high risk path to deliver cesium to the
DWPF melter. Risk is related to: the lack of process chemistry knowledge,
inadequate testing and process definition; equipment problems; and unknown
effects of and on other subsystems.

EITP process chemistry is insufficiently understood to support
operation. There is insufficient knowledge of the consequences of: foaming
during precipitation and benzene stripping, benzene removal, and disposal,
addition of acidic wash solu'-ions to tank waste, organic by-product generation,
precipitate chemistry and radiolysis, and tank corrosion.

EITP process chemistry has been inadequately converted into process
definition, and engineering practice. Adequacy of the precipitation process was
determined by SRS: by using a non-prototypic in-tank precipitation test from
1983; by verifying process elements using simulants that may not adequately
characterize process feed materials; without pilot scale testing of the integrated
process; and by linking the results of hot functional tests with limited non-
radioactive testing of process elements. An integrated, controlled master
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document describing the Extended ITP recipe has not been defined, or used as
the basis for tests, or disciplined control of operations, or control of changes to
the integrated process.

The operability and performance of the ITP process may also be
compromised by filter clogging, low benzene stripper throughput, stripper
foaming, uncertain column packing integrity, equipment washing with oxalic
acid, and past and future tank corrosion.

At startup, ITP will provide only a portion of the cesium precipitate
that can be accepted by DWPF for vitrification, but potential adverse effects will
be fully evident. For example, the strong focus on immediate 1TPstartup limits
consideration and implementation of ITP workarounds and alternate separation
methods. If ITP fails to meet expectations, subsequent facility and equipment
modifications must be made in a radioactive environment.

1.5. lmm¢_li_te Operation of ITP

Continued operation of the Tank Farms and evaporator waste
concentration is tied by SRS to the successful operation of ITP. This
interdependence is based on three conditions which can exist within the Tank
Farms. First, the system becomes water logge,_ when all feed and receipt tanks
are full and there is no space for additional l",_ceiptor transfer. Second, a
saltbound condition exists when all available salt receipt tanks are full, or when
the evaporators have concentrated waste to the extent possible. Third, when
both the evaporator feed and receipt tanks are full and there is no available salt
receipt space where it is needed, Tank Farm gridlock occurs. ITP removes salt
from the salt receipt tanks and, following processing, places the waste in other
tanks as future feed for DWI"F. ITP holdup storage effectively augments the
storage capacity of the Tank Farms whether or not DWPF is operable.

Tank Farm salt storage is near its capacity, and the remaining capacity
must be carefully managed, or alternate capacity generated or identified, if the
system is to remain operable. Flow of salt bearing effluents continues from F
Canyon, H Canyon and RBOF. Without successful ITP operation or changes in
Tank Farm configuration, the 2H evaporator and consequently the Tank Farm is
predicted by WSRC models to become saltbound in May 1995. DWPF will
produce a large recycle stream to the Tank Farms once mercury is added to the
cold chemical test operation. Consequently Tank Farm and evaporator
inoperability also results in inoperability of DWPF because of the inability to
accept high volume, dilute DWPF recycle stream. Reducing Canyon discharges,
segregating DWPF recycle streams, or utilizing alternate tankage should be
considered as alternatives for Tank Farm management. The relationship between
Tank Farm gridlock, immediate ITP success, and alternate methods of capacity
management have been insufficiently considered.
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1.6. Success-Oriented System Schedule

The baseline schedule proposed for the HLW/DWPF systems,
represented by Fig. 1.2,is success-oriented with no contingency. Even on this
simple diagram the number of key logical ties among key elements of the
HLW/DWPF systems is evident. DWPF hot operational startup is scheduled for
6/94, and the milestone is indicated by the vertical line across all system
elements. The need to achieve successful DWPF operations mandates the
integration of all system elements.

The horizontal line marked DWPF shows the transition between cold
and hot operations, and several other important times related to ITPoperation.
The first time marked assumes ITP fails to operate successfully at the marked
late-start point on the ITP line: if this happens, then the Tank Farm becomes
saltbound, the 2H evaporator shuts down, and DWPF will shutdown because its
recycle cannot be accepted. The second time period shown is a planned outage
soon after startup for plumbing modifications and LW implementation. The
third time indicated is the point at which DWPF must start to accept precipitate
from ITP. it is clear that continued DWPF operation depends on ITPsuccess
under the current strategy.

The ESP line indicates that sludge Batches 1 and 2 can support the
DWPF hot startup and continued operations beyond 1998. Assuming ITP has
been abandoned, this can be achieved if Tanks 49 and 50 are returned to storage
receipt service, and will require a simulant feed to replace the missing ITP flow.
This simulant must be available at the point of hot startup for the duration of
sludge only operation. If ITP is abandoned, the DWPF shutdown points on line
one are removed and operation can be continuous. This ability to operate for
many years on sludge alone implies that time is available to evaluate alternatives
to 1TP.

The ITP, LW, and PHP lines, which constitute the schedule for the
EITP,are closely connected. For successful DWPF operation, ITPoperation must
start by the late start point, approximately 12/93. At a point in mid to late 1998,
the washed precipitate receipt tank, Tank 49 will fill. To prevent this condition,
precipitate must flow from LW to the PHP by mid 1997. Late wash is scheduled
for completion in late 1995 so this is a possible path to success, but these
processes are untried with actual waste, and success is not assured. The EITP
elements are interdependent and must be considered as an integrated process.

To reduce risk the EITPprocess should be demonstrated in a non-
radioactive mode before introducing radioactive feed, but this appears difficult
before '96-'97. Hot startup of ITP, without integrated EITPtesting, will risk
resources and personnel radiation exposure should hot equipment and/or
facility changes be required. Sludge only operation of DWPF with parallel
consideration of alternative cesium (and trace strontium and TRU) separation
processes is an alternative to accepting this risk.
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Figure 1.2. System Schedule Schematic

1.7. System Intecration
w w

During the review, the need for an integrated system concept to
encompass all aspects of liquid waste processing at the SRS was identified. As
such, the HLWRS was defined to include:

• Waste storage and transfer functions of Waste Removal, the Tank
Farms and Evaporators

• Waste preparation functions performed by In-Tank Precipitation and
Extended Sludge Processing

• Waste processing functions accomplished by Late Wash, the DWPF,
Consolidated Incinerator Facility, Effluent Treatment Facility, and the
Salt Stone Facility

• Waste disposal operations carried out by streams and storage
vaults / depositories

• Activitiesnecessarytosupportthesefunctions,suchastheanalytical
laboratories,SR TechnologyCenter(SRTC)andTNX.
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System process feasibility, long term operability and feed continuity
for the HLWRS are in doubt due to a lack of system integration. The HLWRS
involves over 1400 streams and 400 unit operations which must be effectively
orchestrated by system integration and engineering to achieve the desired goals
for waste disposition. Indeed, management has not adequately defined and
implemented an integrated engineering authority and responsibility for the
HLWRS.

Even though ProjectTechnical Basis and Basic Design Data documents
are available, an integrated, controlled system process description, consistent
with recognized system engineering practice, was not evident. This situation has
caused a lack of system focus, integration, cohesion, analysis and ability to
anticipate chemical process problems.

Alternative options to improve overall systemperformance have
received limited consideration. Examples include alternative cesium separation
technologies, utilizing available single shell tankage consistent with regulatory
limitations, restricting effluents from the Canyons, and controlling the DWPF
recycle stream to reduce the load to the Tank Farm.

1.8. rrocess-Rel_ted Issues

Early recognition of important process risks is inhibited by schedule
priorities. The single path schedule approach does not provide for effective use
of contingency or alternative workarounds.

The DOE/SR-HLW organization's support of the WSRC aggressive
project approach is hampered by lack of staff support and experience. A
disciplined DOE/SR-HLW project approach, with defined system
responsibilities, would help to resolve issues, such as the upcoming DOE/HQ
ORE expectations and schedules.
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II. RECOMMENDATIONS

II.1. Reevaluate and Reconsider ITP Alternatives

The ITP process should be reevaluated and reconsidered in light of
multiple, concurrent start-up issues, alternate pretreatment technology
maturation, evolving benzene emissions restrictions, and the need for risk
management. Before committing to ITP and PHP plant and process
modifications, ITP hot operation, or LW construction, management should
initiate a timely evaluation of the current and alternate cesium separation
processes, independent of line management responsibilities. The path which best
optimizes the balance between benefits and risks should be selected as the course
for future activity.

(The terms benefit and risk are used in the broader performance,
statutory, and social context. The recommended evaluation of benefits and risks
should be implemented by evaluating the characteristics of the current and
alternative paths forward based on a set of articulated systems engineering
values.)

Significant risks in the current startup strategy are uncovered by the
evaluation of available paths forward shown in Fig. II.2. The right-hand path
illustrates that ITP hot operation must be successfully coupled with test-result-
based confidence in LW and PHP technology, implementation, and operation.
This confidence may not be justified, based on the systems engineering issues
and technical barriers identified in Section I. If ITPis not functional on the
required schedule, and salt receipt storage is not available, then the ITP process
Tanks 49 and/or 50 may be required for salt receipt, crippling the ITP capability.
If ITP is successful, a comparable situation can exist for the subsequent
implementation of LW. If ITP and LW are successful, but PHP is not functional,
the path forward is not clear.

In the left-hand path of Fig. II.1, an optimal benefit/risk process
technology replaces the EITP strategy. Committing ITP Tanks 49 and 50 to salt
storage substantially increases the time for evaluating, selecting, and
implementing an alternate pretreatment technology. A framework for a potential
alternate pretreatment technology path forward, ion exchange, is presented in
Section II.2.
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When conducted,the comprehensiverlsk-benefitanalysisshould
includethecostsand risksassociatedwiththework aroundand recovery
strategiesconceivedforcredibleimplementationissuesand systemfailure

mechanisms. ThisanalysisshouldbecompletedpriortohotoperationsofEITP,
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Assuming that additional interim salt storage tanks can be identified,
ITP risk should be managed by delaying startup pending significant,
demonstrated reduction of technical, regulatory, and implementation risks
identified in Section I. Failure to subsequently demonstrate ITP or EITP
functionality can still mandate, after consumption of considerable resources and
time, late selection of an alternate pretreatment technology path forward, with
concomitant additional resources and time.

Emergent knowledge of maturing alternate technologies and the new
regulatory and public-participation environments gives imperative to prudently
reevaluate the benefits and risks of the EITPprocess.

II.2. _e Io_Exchange Alternative to IT Pretreatment

Ion exchange (IX) technology has significantly and sufficiently
matured since the SRSpretreatment technology selection of the early 1980's to
warrant reevaluation of its benefits and risks in comparison to ITP. IX
technology has certain inherent advantages such as process simplicity and
reduced organic content. IX appears to be at a state of development sufficient for
implementation; can draw on West Valley and Hanford evaluation and
implementation experience; and has an inherent lower risk of emergent process
chemistry issues.

Delayed provision of cesium feed to DWPF, assuming continued
operation on sludge feed only, may increase the number of canisters of vitrified
waste. Implementing IXpretreatment could potentially offset this increase.
Comparison of the two separation technologies requires knowledge of
pretreatment rates and allowable loadings in the glass. The rate of cesium
separated by IX will be limited by the IX column size and configuration. The rate
at which cesium can be disposed of in DWPF glass is limited by alkali metal
loading. A canister of vitrified waste has not only radionuclide and heat loading
limits, but also limits on alkali metals to preserve glass quality. The ITP
precipitate feed stream is dominated by sodium and potassium (alkali metals)
content, with only a small cesium content, and the cesium loading is limited by
the alkali metals. On the other hand, the cesium is the predominant component
in the IX product stream, and the glass load would probably be limited by
radiation and/or heat load. The interplay of production rate versus glass loading
issues will be a significant factor in evaluating the benefits and risks of delayed
cesium feed with interim sludge-only DWPF operation.

Recent bench scale development of IX technology has resolved many
early phenomenological issues. However, additional pilot-scale testing at $RTC
would be needed to evaluate and resolve potential radiolytic effects. Based on
the extensive and effective bench-scale process development at SRS, the SRS
resorcinol-formaldehyde resin could be used as the process design basis for IX
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removalofCsand sodiumtitanateforSrandPu removal.Initialdesign
premisesforanIXsystemmightinclude:

a) A multiple-columnsodiumtitanatesystemforremovingSr-90
and Pu,withfacilitiestofeedsaturatedsodiumtitanateto
DWPF.

b) A multiple-columnsystemforremoving_-137 usinginitially
theSRSresorcinol/formaldehyderesin,andassociated
equipmenttopermitnitricacidelutrlationoftheCs-137.The
elutriatedCs-137wouldbetransferreddirectlytoDWPF, and
theresinreused.The finaldisposalofspent,removedresin
mustbeevaluated.

c) Availabledataindicatethatmercuryremovalfromsupernateis
notnecessary,aspresentsaltsolutionscontainlessthan20
percentofthesaitstonelimit.

d) Any futuresuperiorresinormaterialcouldbe readily
introduced,sincetheresinmustbereplacedperiodically.
FutureimprovedresinsforCs removalincludecobalt
dicarbollide,cobaltinitrites(wlo NaTPB),and titanates.

PreviousSRS studieshaveforecastahighIXimplementationcostand
longimplementationtimes,basedlargelyon thepremisethatacanyontype
facilitywouldberequiredforprocessmaintenance,repair,and modification.
ConsequentlyWSRC primarilyconsideredIXasa2nd generationcesium
separationprocess,andnotanimmediatereplacementtechnologyforITP.As a
result,thepotentialforcostreductionfromtheuseofripfacilitiesforIXwas not
considered.A canyonmay notbenecessarytoassurelong-termeffectiveIX
operation.IXfacilitydesignmay beachievableinmore compactshielded
facilities,i.e.,APP and/orITPfiltercellsbyforgoingtherequirementfor
componentlevelmaintenance.Infact,WestValleyIXimplementationandthe
Hanfordnew pretreatmentIXstrategy'arenotbasedon canyonfacilities.

By adoptingaIXstrategypriortoITPhotstartup,fourexisting
facilitiesbecomeavailableforminimum costinstallationofIXcomponents:

a) Tanks48,49,and/or50(assumingonetankisusedforsaltreceipt)

b) TheITPFilterCells

c) TheAuxiliaryPump Pit

d) TheSaltProcessCellatDWPF
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Atcurrentwastegenerationrates,releasingTanks48and49tostorage
operationswouldsolvesaltstoragethroughatleasttheyear2000.The releaseof
theFilterCellsand AuxiliaryPump Pitprovidespaceforion-exchangesystems
thataredesignedforcomponentlevelmaintenanceratherthancanyon-type
remotereplacement.TheSPC couldprovidespaceforIXsystemsthatare
designedforfrequentcanyon-ty_remotemaintenance.

OtherpotentialadvantagesofanIXstrategyare:

• CostofessentialmaterialsforanIXprocesswouldbelessthanthe
essentialmaterialsfortheITPprocess.

• Eliminationofbenzeneproduction,abatementandsitepermitting
issues.

• The LW wastestreamtoSaltstoneofapproximatelyonemillion
gallon/yearwillbeeliminated.ThisvolumetoSaltstonewas notin
thepreLW baselineforSaitstone.

• Emergent issuesfromtheradiolyticdecayproductsof NaTPB will be
eliminated.

The IXprocessappearstohaveconceptuallyattractivebenefitswhen compared
toknown ITPprocessimplementationrisks.A thoroughevaluationofthe
relativerisksandbenefits,includingsunkITPcosts,thewasteimmobilization
campaignend date,andsocial-pollticalimplications,isobviouslyrequiredto
considerthealternatives.

II.3. Modified ITP lmolementation

If the ITP process has the best risk/benefit balance, evaluation and
implementation of several modifications are recommended:

a) Install heat exchangers before strippers and/or before filters to
permit operation at controlled temperature

b) install filtrate hold tanks to feed stripper at other than filtrate
flow rate.

c) Neutralize oxalic acid before returning if to Tank 48H

d) Install facilities to recycle unsatisfactory saltstone feed stripper
- additional stripper holdup tankage.

e) Redesign strippers if they do not pass tests.
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Implement catalytic oxidation of benzene releases if new
environmental requirements are imposed

g) Use sparging to replace/supplement stripping

h) Implement better measurement of solid/liquid interfaces in
Tank _H.



III. TECHNICAL EVALUATIONS

111.1. ExtendedSiud_e Processin_

The function of extended sludge processing relies on process
development issues and pump performance and operability.

Generol A_sessment: Initial operation of the Defense Waste Processing
Facility can proceed using sludge only feed for Batch I, and need not be delayed
by issues associated with In-Tank Precipitation. However, Batch I sludge can
support the projected 6/94 DWPF startup only if the bypass line around the
Auxiliary Pump Pit is completed, and if pumps are properly sized and operable.

GeneralRecommendation: The ESP test program should proceed as
,_d,eduled in 5/93 to evaluate sludge settling times, the potential for peptizing
and other process control risks.

111.1.1. ESP Process Development

ESPprocess development issues are related to: sludge wash cycles and
water volume; sludge settling; and sludge peptizing.

111.1.1.1. Wash Cycles a_d Water Volume

Observatior_: During Extended Sludge Processing, aluminum
dissolution and sludge washing dissolve various semisoluble constituents such
as NaAIO2and AI(OH)3. Sludges vary significantly in both composition and
percent solids, but all contain from 70 to 85 percent interstitial salt solution.
Sludge washing repetitively dilutes the salt solution to meet DWPF limits for
sodium. Because of the low tolerance of the DWPF frit for AI and Na, large
volumesofwash water(i.e.,2--4milliongallonsfor_of sludge)willbe
necessarytoreducetheseelementstoacceptablelevelsforvitrification.
Additionalwashcyclesmay berequiredforsome sludgescontainingslightly
solublecomponents.

i

Afteranappropriatesettlingtime,wash waterisremovedfromthe
tankby asteamjetloweredtothedesiredlevel.Presentplansaretoleaveabout
12to18inchesofwater(containingthefines)abovethesludgelevel.Clearly,
fewerwasheswillberequiredwhen lesswash waterisleftinthetank,butthe
optimum waterlevelwillbedeterminedfromexperience.

ThesludgeforBatchImust undergoadditionalsludgewashingto
furtherreducesodiumlevels.TheremainingrequirementsforBatchIsludge
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washing are clearly defined because this sludge has been well characterized.
Detailed wash cycles will be determined for future batches by analysis of
representative sludge samples after one or two washes.

Detailed schedules have been prepared for the remaining wash cycles
required to prepare Batch I sludge for feed to DWPF. Although ESPschedules
can be defined for the Batch I sludge only, WSRC plans to detail future sludge
washing efforts as operations proceed. Meanwhile, approximate sludge washing
schedules are available for overall planning purposes.

Assessments: In addition to aluminum and sodium, the disso!ution
and washing steps will dissolve considerable quantities of radionuclides such as

137Cs,90Sr, 79_:k_,99Tc, 125Sb,and 154Eu(also l°6Ru if any remains) mandating that
such waste wash water be returned to the Tank Farm. Considering that six of the
27 available type IIi high-level waste tanks have been removed from storage
service as processing vessels for 1TP and ESP, it is not clear that the WSRC High
Level Waste program management has adequately considered the overall
systematic impact of generating such large volumes of radioactive wash water
while simultaneously reducing the available tank space.

WSRC is using available sludge washing data effectively and the
intention to optimize the ESP process as operations proceed is proper.

Because the steam jet design places the suction on the bottom of the jet,
unacceptable amounts of fines or sludge may be sucked into the jet.

_Suggestions: Existing and new washing and settling data should be
thoroughly evaluated to assess the sludge washing strategy and to optimize
wash efficiency in terms of the number of wash cycles versus the volume of wash
water used. In general, the most effident washing involves a large number of
washes with a relatively small volume of wash water per wash. However, other
factors, such as comparatively long settling times per wash and the uncertain
fines layer depth, may require fewer, larger washes.

An external baffle attached to the inlet of the jet would allow
horizontal wash water suction, which could reduce agitation and disruption of
the settled material below the jet, and allow removal of the maximum amount of
sludge-free wash water.

III.1.1.2. $1_tdge Settling Timeand Measurement

Observations: Sludge settling measurement data was reviewed for the
1982 demonstration experiment with 125,000 gallons of untreated sludge in Tank
42. The limited data, which is the only data available on time needed for post-
wash sludge settling, indicated that the sludge settled at approximately the same
rate and to the same depth after each of several washes. Even though no
turbidity measurements were taken above the sludge level, the sludge level did
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not change after about 16 days. Ttie sludge continued to settle to about 13 wt-%
solids in the allotted 30 day period, which was far less than the 1982 minimum
design basis of 19% wt-solids.

Although the 1983 ESP demonstration achieved the stated goals of
adequate aluminum dissolution from HM-type waste (77% vs. 75% goal),
adequate salt removal (to 2.3 wt%), and adequate removal of ions (Na+, NO3-,
and SO4=), the final solids level was 13 wt.% (vs. a goal of 19wt%). Since the
current goal is 13 wt.%, the ITR team believes this goal to be derived not by
DWPF or other (i.e. sludge transfer pump) technical requirements, but rather by
what has already been achieved. Since the tank 15 sludge feed used in the
demonstration has among the highest fraction of aluminum of any of the sludges
(27 wt. %A1), it is likely that the aluminum dissolution batches will be able to
attain 13 wt. %solids. The approximate planning schedules allow 28 days for
settling after each wash to permit most of the fines to settle, but this estimate may
be conservative, since the sludge settling in the demonstration required 20-30
days depending on the wash cycle.

The sludge-liquid interface is determined by lowering a fiat plate on
the end of a tape and determining where it stops. Fines "settling" is determined
by lowering a turbidity meter into the wash water a given distance above the
sludge and measuring the fines level. Many turbidity measurements are planned
for each wash cycle, and the turbidity meter will be discarded after each
measurement. A laser-based device being considered would not be lowered into
the liquid to measure the fines.

Assessments: The concentration of wt- % solids in Batch I sludge
might be questionable because of the number of wash cycles required to meet
DWPF alkali metal limits, and the associated settling time required per wash.
Based on the available data, the allotted time for achieving design basis settling
levels could be much longer than anticipated.

Suggestions: Because settling time is the longest time period in the
ESP cycle, the optimum settling time should be determined early in the ESP
startup process to increase scheduling confidence.

The volume of radk_active solid waste could be reduced with the

permanent installation of in-_.ank interface detectors, such as laser light-scattering
devices or other technology, and could more accurately measure the sludge fines
settling while potentially providing better data.

III.1.1.3. Sludge Pevtizin_
w a w

Observations: By definition, when sludge materials are dissolved with
a digestion phase (i.e. extended heating in aqueous caustic media to decrease
particulate size), the sludge particulate size is reduced and the sludge may
peptize. Peptizing occurs when at some small particle size, depending on sludge
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and liquid density and viscosity, the sludge forms a colloid and settles slowly, if
at all. Peptizing may also result from the dissolution of soluble salts or the
removal of soft agglomerates during suspension. When this occurs, the slurry
must be centrifuged to separate the solids. Because the Tank Farm possesses no
centrifuge capable of dealing with the volume of sludge likely to be encountered
in such a situation, sludge peptizing must be scrupulously avoided during ESP.

The SRS approach to avoid peptizing relies on the results of small scale
ESP runs in the high-level caves at SRTC. The experiments use 25 liters of sludge
from each tank to determine the full scale 'treatability' of the sludge with caustic
and the number of repeated washes required to reach the DWPF limits for
aluminum and sodium. In addition to centrifuging the treated sludge, settling
tests will be used to determine the settling rate. Because sludge peptizing has
occurred within specific compositional parameters (i.e. low sodium levels),
scrupulous attention must be paid to controlling sludge washing and aluminum
dissolution to avoid these parameters. However, SRTC tests will not measure
sludge settling time because the sludge will be centrifuged to separate solids, and
sludge peptizing will not be readily observed until full-scale processing begins.
Furthermore, sludge peptizing slows or stops sludge settling, and at the very
least, extended sludge settling times will be observed. It is possible that some
insoluble material may not settle at all (i.e. a colloid may form), preventing
further processing. No information was presented to suggest that the possibility
for non-settling of colloids was being considered, addressed, or planned for.

As_ssments: ESP can achieve the technical goals of removing
aluminum and salt levels to DWPF feed specifications; it is crucial that these
levels be attained without peptizing the sludge through excessive sludge
washing or aluminum dissolution. Further, the solid/liquid interface in settling
sludge must be accurately and reliable determined.

Suggestions: ESP testing should proceed to verify sludge settling rates
and potential peptizing, both of which should be manageable through process
control.

The ability of the SRTC shielded caves to provide analytical chemistry
services in support of ESP process control should be evaluated. The shielded
caves are an essential part of the ESP process but high personnel turnover
coupled with long training times and lack of backup for essential but expensive
analytical instrumentation raise questions about the ability of this facility to
reliably support ESP.

III.1.2. ESP Pump Performance and Operability

The operability of ESP slurry pumps and the intended performance of
ESP transfer pumps are significant factors to consider in providing sludge feed to
the DWPF.
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III.1.2.1. ESPSlurry Pumps

Observations:ESP Tanks42and 51areeachequippedwithfourslurry
pumps. TheTank 42slurrypumps wereoriginallyinstalledin1982,butwere
removedafter4monthsofservicetoreplacethebottombearings.Thatsame
year,thepumps withimprovedbearingswerereinstalledon Tank40,andused
until1988.TheTank 51slurrypumps wereinstalledin1985,and werealsoused
until1988.Since1987,noneoftheeightslurrypumps havebeenrun,norhave
thepump rotorsbeenmechanicallyrotatedon amonthlypreventive
maintenancecycleasrequiredby procedure.

Shieldingaroundslurrypump sealsimpedephysicalaccesstothe
pumps bythepreventivemaintenancepersonal.ESP Maintenanceiscurrently
planningtorotatethepump rotorsby briefly"bumping"theelectricalmotors.
However,thestartup grouphadnotyetcompletedthefinalelectricalcheck-out
on thepump installations,whichpreventsESP Maintenancefromimplementing
themonthly'bumping"maintenanceprocedure.

Assessments:Theoperabilityoftheslurrypumps isunknown dueto
nonuseandlackofpreventivemaintenanceasdefinedbyWSRC procedures.If
frozen,thepumps mustberemovedfromthetanksandreplaced.ESP
Engineeringhadnotconsideredthatpossibility,anddoesnothavespareslurry
pumps availableforimmediateuse.Slurrypump inoperabilitycouldimpactthe
scheduleddeliveryofsludgefeedtoDWPF.

Suggestions:Slurrypump operabilityshouldbeverifiedimmediately.

III.1.2.2, ESP Transfer Pu_ps

ObservatiQns:Tanks40and51werescheduledtobeequippedwith
existingvariablespeed,75hp transferpumps with2265rpm motors.Presently,
onepump isstoredinitsoriginalpackingatSRS warehouse,andtwopumps
werereturnedtothevendorseveralmonthsagoforamodificationtest.The
pumps wereoriginallysizedtotransfersludgefromTanks40& 51tothe
AuxiliaryPump Pitthrougha 1100feetlong,3inchdiameter,pipeline.
However,implementingLateWash intheAPP willrequiretheconstructionofa
bypasslinearoundtheAPP totheLow PointPump Pit,increasingthelengthof
thebypasstransferlineto3300feet.To maintainfeedcapacity,thetransfer
pumps willrequireadditionalheadandpossiblemodificationstothethrust
bearing.

_sessmen._: The new motors being proposed are not standard, off-
the-shelf equipment, and would have to be specially fabricated. Such fabrication
and pump modifications could potentially take a year from receipt of order by
the pump vendor, but the LWF Project had not placed a purchase order for the
ESP transfer pump modifications at the time of the review.
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_u_estions: Transfer pump evaluations should be completed to
determine the appropriate pump s_e, and procurement processes expedited

III.2. ITP and Extended ITP

In Tank Precipitation can be readily addressed in terms of process
feasibility and maturity, equipment operability, and its relationships to the
Extended ITPsubsystem and other elements within the High Level Waste
Remediation System (HLWRS).

General Assessment: The planned startup of the Extended ITP process
is a high risk path to deliver cesium to the DWPF melter and generate salt
storage space in the Tank Farm. This risk is related to: inadequate process
chemistry knowledge, inadequate testing and process definition; equipment
problems; and unknown effects on other subsystems.

GeneraIRecommendation: Alternatives to In-Tank Precipitation
should be considered for separating cesium and ensuring continuous cesium
feed to DWPF glass. Prior to hot operation of any elements of the Extended ITP
process, workarounds and recovery strategies should be developed for all
credible failure modes for the Extended ITPprocess. Also, an independent
risk/benefit analysis comparing the current cesium separation strategy to all
credible alternatives should be performed.

III.2.1. !TP Process Deyelopment

The process development issues associated with ITPfocus on the
understanding of chemistry and phenomenology, development testing, and
translating the phenomena and test results into process definitions, practices and
procedures.

111.2.1.1, Chemistry and Phenomenolo_w Understandin_

Observations: The ITPchemical reaction results in a multiple phase
system consisting of a foam layer which may dry and crust, a low density
floating precipitate layer, a low weight %solids "clear"layer, and a higher
density solids settled bottom layer.

' iThe potential for benzene to exist in trapped, free, and colloidal hqu d
phases has been suggested by benzene generation data measured in Tank 48.
The exact phenomenology(ies) responsible for the data observed are not
completely identified and understood, nor are the effects of these phenomena on
Tank 48 emissions, stripper column operation, and filter operation known, nor is
the effectiveness of the Tank 48 nitrogen purge system under all possible benzene
evolution mechanisms known.
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To address the foaming issue in the benzene stripper columns, in Tank
48 and Late Wash, WSRC engineers are working to determine which antifoam
and surfactant chemical agents must be added to the system, and the order in
which they will be added. Candidate surfactant and antifoam agents have been
identified, but the specific chemicals have not been selected. More importantly,
the potential effects of these agents on other _ processes of precipitation,
filtering, washing, or the stripping process itself is not understood and has not
been experimentally tested. Likewise, the possible downstream and upstream
effects (as in LW recycle to _) of these agents or of their radiolytic
decomposition products is not known.

Assessments: The phenomenology of the chemistry occurring in the
ITP process is inadequately understood. The effects of process chemistry on
foam generation, efficiency of benzene strippers, and corrosion are not
understood sufficiently to support the planned startup. In addition, the
interaction of the cesium precipitate with yet to be identified anti-foam and
surfactant agents has not been determined. While conceivably workable, IT will
introduce potential process issues, such as the generation and/or accumulation
of organics and unidentified organic byproducts. This situation is not consistent
with the existence of a developed process and puts operability of other HLWRS
elements at risk.

For each million gallon batch of saltcake processed, approximately 400
tons of benzene will be produced, requiring extensive controls, monitoring and
disposal. The current environmental permits for the site allow 23 tons/yr of
benzene to be vented from the combined storage and process tanks and the
remainder of the benzene to be burned as fuel in the secondary combustors at the
consolidated incineration facility. However, the ITP process could be severely
affected by a shifting regulatory environment and a more restrictive benzene
emissions policy. More detailed discussions regarding the rate of benzene
generation and ITP process chemistry are provided in Appendix B.

III.2.1.2. Testing the ITP Process Technical Basis

Observations: The current basis for the ITPprecipitation process is
founded on a demonstration performed in Tank 48, in 1983. This demonstration
was not prototypic in terms of chemical stoichiometry, or of ITP process elements
including the benzene stripper, filter, Late Wash, recycle streams or filter
conditioning streams.

Pilot scale experiments to demonstrate operability of the benzene
strippers and characterize the stripping processes have not been completed.
Planned pilot scale experiments will not use simulant feed containing all of the
non-radioactive species expected to be present in the precipitate filtrate.
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WSRC proposes to validate the ITP process and final procedures based
on linking the results of successful cold testing of the filter and benzene stripper
elements, with test data derived during "hot" functional testing using Tank 48
precipitate.

_ssmen_: The technicalbasisfortheITPprocess,orits
incorporationintoHLWRS, arenotadequatelytestedtosupportthestartup
schedule.Traditionalchemicalprocessengineeringmethodsusingfactorially
designedexperimentsaroundunitprocesseshavenotbeenemployedtobuilda
databaseforestablishingprocesssetpointsand tolerancesfortheITP
precipitation,filtration,benzenestripping,and washingprocesses.Accordingly,
processse_intsand toleranceshavenotbeendefined,and aprocessrecipehas
notbeenestablishedanddocumented.

AllofthechemicalagentstobeusedintheITPprocesshavenotbeen
selected,andassuch,thechemicalspecieswhichshouldbeincludedin
simulantscannotbedetermined.

Su2_estions:PrepareanintegratedflowsheetfortheExtendedITP
processtobe-tterdefinefullysimulatedtests,parametricoperatingrangestudies,
andthepresenceofanyacutelimitstoprocessparameters.Performthesetests
before"hotfunctionals".

iii.2.1.3.TranslationofPhenomena intoProcessDefinition.En_ineeHn_.... w

Practiceand Procedures

Observations:ITPprocessdocumentationispresentlylimitedtoa
descriptionoftheconceptualizedITPprocessfoundinthetechnicalbasis
documents.TheTank48fillprocedure,chemicaladditionsequence,
concentration,tankcontentswithdrawalsequence,benzenestripperoperation,
andwashingprocesshavenotbeenintegratedintooperationsprocedurescalling
outallsetpointsand tolerancesforflows,temperature,pressure,pH, tanklevels,
etc.A revisedITPProcessTechnicalBasisdocumentisscheduledtobe

published August, 1993.

There is a plan to generate an integrated operation procedure for the
ITPconcentration step only. The plan calls for the draft document to be
available by 4/19/93, but at the time of the ITR, the integrated schedule did not
show activities for generating other required integrated operating documents
needed for ITP washing. Cold chemical filter operability runs have been
conducted and others are planned, but in the absence of a defined trial process
recipe the cold chemical runs will be of limited value in assessing the
performance or operability of a developed process, and instead will only provide
information about a specific test.
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Thereare25 System _sign Description(SDD)srequiredto completely
describe the ITPsystems. Fourof 12SDDs planned to be completed by the
OperationalReadinessEvaluation(ORE)were not being preparedat the time of
the review, including the SDDs for nitrogen,process vessel vent systems and the
filtratesystem.

_sessments: Processengineering translationof the scientificbasis to a
trialproductionoperatingrecipe is not adequate to implement the testing,
operationor controlof the 1TPprocesses of precipitation,filtration, benzene
stripping,and washing.

Anintegrated,controlled master document which defines a trialITP
press redpe has not been defined and used as the basis forconducting the ITP
cold chemical runsor forestablishing and maintainingintegrated, disciplined
controlof ITPhot operations, it is not universally recognized by engineering
managementthata masterprocess recipedocument is needed, and where it has
been re__d, it is not considered a priorityactivity.

In the absence of modeling results, a documented press, or a process
facility,individual assumptions arebeing used as the basis for the regardinghow
the filtration, precipitation,washing operations and testing will be conducted.

111.2.2. ITPEquipment Perfo_ance and ot_era_H_

GeneralAssessment: Scheduled ITPstartup cannotbe supported
because of spedfic problems related to benzene stripperoperability, filter
clogging, equipment washing and the disposition of wash solutions, and
corrosionin Tank48.

ExpectedITPfilteroperation will be based on performance testresults,
strategies foroperation,and filtercleaning techniques.

111.2.2.1.1. FilterperforrrtanceTests

ObservaUo_: ITPtests on FiltersNo. I and No. 2 resulted in
apparentlyserious filterplugging. Follow-up investigations indicated that the
"plugging"was due to the use of unfiltered well water,incorrectly inferred from
poorflow meterand pressuregauge instrumentation,or to an initially ineffective
backpulsesystem thathas subsequently been redesigned. Confirmatorytests for
these filtersusing the revised backpulsesystem are planned.

TheNo. 3 spare cross-flow filtercompleted a set of 48 hour start-up
testsby successfully filtering1.5,4 and 10 wt %slurriesusing simulated feed
_lutions. No back-pulsingwas requiredduring these tests.



The strategyforoperatingthecrossflowfiltershasnotyetbeen
decidedupon.WSRC staffstatedthatithadnotbeendecidedwhetherornotthe
filterfeedpumps andTank48slurrypumps wouldberunsimultaneously
duringtheITPfiltrationphaseand thatallpump andpump operationalissues
wereunderreviewby a 'pump'taskgroup.

No ITPfiltertestsincludedtheorganiccompoundsthatwillbe
producedby radiolyticdecompositionoftetraphenylboratetothefeed.

_ssments: Theresultsoffilterteststodateareencouragingbut
may beinadequatetopredictperformanceinactualuseconditions,especially
withfeedcontainingorganics.Organiccompoundsresultingfromradiolytic
decompositionofTPB couldsignificantlyaffectfilterperformanceby causing
foamingorplugging.

Indecision about filter operational strategy could affect other process
aspects, and is indicative of a lack of process definition.

1II.2.2.1.2. Filter Cleanln,x
v

Observations: The strategy and process for cleaning cross flow filters
hav_ not been determined. The cleaning process may involve oxalic acid or some
undefined combination of oxalic acid and sodium hydroxide in sequential steps.
Even though WSRC technical oversight assessments indicate a significant risk of
permanent damage to filters if cleaned with oxalic acid (due to formation of tars
in filter pores), the WSRC staff and management are proceeding on the
assumption that oxalic acid will be used for filter cleaning.

_sessments:WSRC planstomove forwardonoxalicacidcleaningof
thefilterisnotbasedon definitiveexperimentaldata.Withevidenceofpotential
filterdegradation,thedecisiontoproceedseemslinkedtoschedulepriorities
ratherthanoperationalsuccess.

111.2.2.1.3. Filter Dlsvosltlonw -

Observations: A strategy for removing and dl._posing of failed filters
has been developed, as well as a containment box design for transferring the
failed filter to the disposal area.

Duringfilterremoval,aportionofthesiteoutsidethebuildingwill
havetobeclearedbecausetheshieldingdoesnotextendabovethetopofthe
filtercell.

Asse_ssments: Proposed techniques and procedures for removing and
disposing of failed filters appear to rely on accepted practices, and should be
suitable for the intended purpose.
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1II.2.2.2. ITP_BepzeneS_pper

In+endedITPBenzeneStripperperformancewill be based on the
results of pexiormance tests, foaming issues, structuralintegrity and limits on
benzene,

111.2.2.2.1. StritmerPerformanceTestsand Foamina
-- m ! ....... w

Observations: Testingwas performedby DuPontusing astripper
packing designed fora column fabricatedfrom6 in. schedule 40 pipe. However,
the only test performedwith this packing used a columnfabricatedfroma 6 in.
schedule 10 pipe, leaving a gap greater thani/4 in. around the circumferenceof
the packing. Thecircumferentialgap allowed massive channelingof the test
solution aroundthe packing;thus the datageneratedfromthe testhad limited
value,

The design basis flow ratethrough the stripperis 115gpm of
decontaminatedsalt solution. Duringcold chemical tests to determine the
operabilityand benzene strippingefficiency,using simulated salt solutions
containingSTPBbut no benzene, the high pressuredrop through the stripping
column restrictedthe flow rate to60 gpm. Thehigh differentialpressure
observed across the stripper column could misalign or even damage the column
packing internals. Becauseof the high pressuredropobserved in stripper tests,
the stripper internals arebeing exposed toonly halfthe design basis feed and
nitrogen flow capacities. ITPEngineeringand Maintenanceand the stripper
vendor will evaluate the structural capabilitiesof the internalsas a function of
flow.

The test program to be conductedat thestripper vendor, Koch
Engineering,is limited in scope (only seven experiments,threeof which do not
include benzene in the test solution),and may not adequatelysimulate the actual
operating conditions in the column. Simulantswill not contain trace ionic
organics,such as biphenyl or phenol/phenoxide, and the benzene levels in the
simulants (110 and 560 rag/l) may be less than the amountof benzene actually
present duringoperation. The testsare only designedto determineif the
pressuredrop across the column is reducedby either an increase in temperature
or addition of an antifoamingagent;not whetherthe simulants produce the same
phenomenon.

WSRChas no readilyavailableequipmentto performpilot-scale
testing on the benzene stripper; even though columnsare available,schedule
requirementsmandate that stripping testsbe done at the Kochmanufacturer,
requiring local test solution preparationatsubstantialadditional cost.

Assessments:Thebenzenestripperprocessisnotadequately
developedtosupportscheduledITPstartup.Thetestprogramhasnot
demonstratedthethroughputorefficiencyofthebenzenestripperswith
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precipitatefiltrate. Testingwith chemicalsthatdo not adequately simulate the
precipitate filtrate will only delay discoveryof certain problems until hot
operations. Thepress parameters,setpoints and tolerances thatgovern
operation of the berne stripper columns have not yet been determined, nor
have the integratedprocess operationalprocedures been developed.

Analysisof datafrominitialaRCexperiments su_sts thatfoaming is
the root cause of the high pressuredrop obRrved in the benzene stripper.
Unabated,the high pressuredrop acrossthe stripper will significantly reduce the
stripperthruput and in turnthe thruputof the entireErrP press. At the time
of the ITR,WSRCindicatedthat trlbutylphosphate (TBP)was the leading
candidate foraddition as an antifoam agent. However, this selection is based on
its acceptancein the nuclearchemical community, not on a well-evaluated study
of its antifoamlngpropertiesor knowledge of its effects on the E_ and DWPF
processes.

The KochEngineeringtests are considered only confirmatoryin
nature, and performanceproblemsrelatedto upset conditions or unanticipated
chemicaleffects will not be seen until cold chemi_l testing or possibly even hot
operation-potentlally leading to schedule delays and cost increases. Proceeding
directlywith hot tests without verifyingstripperperformance, poses an
additionalcomplication is there is a n_d to reconfl_re, replace,or dispose of
the benzene stripperafterit is contaminated with radioactive and/or hazardous
chemicals.

Su22estions: Using the most complete simulant formulations possible,
carefully des[-_,nedexperiments should be conducted which will fully
characterizethe perfc_rmanceof the benzene strippersunder zlormaloperating
and upset conditions..Thisdata should be used to evaluate the capabilityof the
benzene strippingprocessagainst defined and articulated requirements of the
EITPsystem. Resultsof this evaluation will provide the basis forITPhot startup
and/or modifications to the equip:_ent to improve its effectiveness.

III.2.2.2.2. Benzene Limits

Observations: Thebenzene strippers at the ITPfacility mustremove
the benzene to a level of <3.0ppm to meet the saltstone feed acceptancecriteria.
Benzeneis presentin the STPBas an impurity, and additional berne is
generatedby the radiolyticdecomposition of tetraphenylborate.

Analysis of dataobtainedfromscaled strippertesting by DuPont,
takinginto account the presenceof channelingdue to incorrectcolumn diameter,
suggests that the existing stripper design might meet rip requirementsfor
removingbenzene under normalconditions,but would provide little or no
margin tomaintainbenzene limits duringoff-normal conditions.
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As designed and constructed, the benzene stripper columns discharge
strippedfiltrateintoholdup tanksinthe_ buildingforanalyticallyverifying
thatthematerialmeetssaltstonea_eptancelimitsonberne, andradionuciides
However,theplumbingdesignprovidesno storagecapadtyorrecyclebetween
thefiltersandstrippers.Ifthebenzeneorradionuclldeconcentrationsinthe
filtrateexceedthesaltstoneacceptancecriteria,theentirebatchoffiltrateinthe
holdtank(approximately12,000gal.)mustbereturnedtoTank 48tobe
reprocessedthroughthefilters,ratherthanrecycleddirectlythroughthe
strippers.

Assessments: The available data suggests that the ben_ne strippers
will be marginally capable of removing berne to the design limits, even if the
proceu is complicated by returning the filtrate to Tank 48 if the limits are
exceeded. However, performance capabilities under off.normal conditions may
resultinexceedingbenzenelimits.

_ut_estions: Piping modifications and storage should be considered to
return filtrat,_with be_x_e limits exceeding the criteria directly to the stripper
rather than to Tank 48.

I11.2.2.3.

Tankservicewillbeaffectedby tankcorrosionissues,coolingcoil
failuresandtheabilitytoprovidefeedwillbedeterminedbytheoperabilityand
serviceability of tank pumps.

!11.2.2.3.1.Tank Corrosion

Observations:The phenomenologyofcorrosionincarbonsteelw._ste
storagetan_ tswellstudiedand understoodattheSRS.However,the
extrapolation of this data to tanks in processing service is not well founded, i
Foam, acid additions, continuously chan_ng tank levels, acidic radiolytic decay
compounds and other processing-related activities may have significant effects
on corrosion rates. The effects of processing conditions on corrosion mechanisms
have not been fully analyzed or studied experimentally. It is well known that the
chemistry above the waterline (e.g. pH, nitrate and nitrite concentration) is far
different than that in the bulk solution, and that pitting corrosion is
fundamentally an above-waterline phenomenon.

Oxalicacidusedinfiltercleaningand strippercolumncleaningwillbe
returneddirectlywithoutneutralizationtoTank48,buttheamounttobe
returnedwillnotbeknown untilafteraperiodofhotoperation.Inthecaseof
strippercolumncleaning,up to1100gallonsof2wt % oxalicacidwouldbe
returnedaftereachcleaning.AlthoughtheITPProjectTechnicalBasisDocument
callsforin-lineneutralizationofoxalicacidwithcausticpriortoreturntoTank
48,thecapabilitydoesnotpresentlyexistintheITPfacility.Oxalicacidaddition
may leadtoincreasedcorrosioninTank48.
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Assessments: Because Tanks48 and 49 are criticalto the success/_al
o_ration of ITPand ultimately to DWPF,and even though these tanksarebeing
used outside of theiroriginally designed purpose, tank integrityis essential.

While it is recognized thatWSRChas increasedeffortsto monitorand
controlthe inhibitor chemistry'in the tanks,it is importantto proactively
determine whether the addition of any process chemicals,or the existenceof
unantidpated conditions (e.g. oxalic acid, KTPBfoam, rapid loweringand raising
of the tank level, and pH duringprocessing) could lead to a corrosion-induced
failureof the tank. In particular:

• The effects of dumping oxalic acid cleaning solution into Tank48 have
been considered in the contextof instantaneousand perfectmixing
The increasedpotential for localized low pH volumes inside the tank
or on interior tank walls has not been adequatelyconsidered. The
effect of low pH conditions on corrosionand Tank48 process
chemistry have also not been evaluated.

• The effects of foam on above-surface-pittingcorrosionhave not been
fully considered.

• For the case of Tank48, the predpitate generatedin the 1983
demonstration has been settled at the tankbottom for the layerof
settled solids is thickor impervious enough, the causticcorrosion
inhibitors cannotneutralize the acidicproducts, and rapid,localized
corrosion canoccur.

111.2.2.3.2. Coolinu Coils...... w ......

Observations: Tanks48 and 50 have 23 cooling coilsper tank thatare
U shaped and are fabricatedfrom carbonsteel. Two yearsago, 5 cooling tubes in
Tank48 and 6 tubes in Tank50 were determinedto be leaking. Theleaks may
have resulted from corrosionpitting inside the cooling tube walls. Before
October 1991,the isolation valves atboth ends of the cooling coilson Tanks48
and50 were closed, and the corrosionprotectioninhibitorthatwas periodically
added to the cooling water was not reachingthe waterinside the coils. The
initial inhibitorconcentrationhad been depleted and corrosionmay have
attackedthe cooling coils tube walls from inside.

The isolation valves on the cooling coils are now open. However,
possible damage fromcorrosioninside the cooling tube walls on Tanks48 and 50
isexpected. ITPMaintenanceis developing a special inspectionprobefor
examining the cooling tubeswalls frominside. However, there is no known
techniqueto reverse the corrosioneffect nor is it feasibleto replacethe cooling
coils on the tanks.
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ITPMaintenanceisnow analyzingthepH waterlevelofthecooling
waterinsidetheITPtankscoolingsystemonceaweek._ium dichromateis
addedoccasionallytomaintainproperinhibitorchemistry.

Assessment:Thecoolingcoilsystemson Tanks48and50arenot
consideredreliable,becausetheextentofcoolingcoilcorrosionisasyet
undetermined.Theconcentrationofnitritewhichmustbemaintained,andthe

sizeoftheprecipitateformed,areknown tobestrongfunctionsofTank48
temperature.Eventhoughthegeometryofthecoolingcoilslimitstheirutilityin
controllingprocesstemperature,theITPand LW processeswillbemore easily
managedifcoolingcoilscanbeutilizedtocontroltanktemperatures.

Obseryatioj!s:Tanks48and49areeachequippedwithfourslurry
pumps,aildTank22has3slurrypumps. Tank48and49pumps weretestedfor i
24hoursin1991attheTNX facility,and theninstalled.Ifthepumps arenot
operatedformorethanamonth,thenthepreventivemaintenanceprogram
requires10revolutionsofthepump rotorpermonth toprotectthepumps from
itfr_ .____ it.eezmg However _hemaintenanceprogramhasnotbeenimplementedsince
thepumps wereinstalledbecauseradiationshieldprotectionplatesinstalled
neartheelectricpump motorslimitthespaceavailabletomanuallyrotatethe
pump rotors.

Tank48alsohastwo transferpumps forprovidingfeedtothefilter.
Theyweretestedfor24hoursattheTNX facilityand installedin1991,butlike
theslurrypumps,thefilterfeedtransferpumps havenotbeenrotatedsince
installation.Theoperabilityofthesepumps isnotknown.

Thebottomofthetransferpump suctionbellis9inchesabovethetank
floor,and thesecondprecipitatewash cyclebeginswhen themateriallevelis
between10and20inchesabovethetankfloor.Yet,otherWSRC staffstatedthat

Tank48filterfeedpumps shouldbesubmergedintothefluid36inches.Ifnot
submerged,theoperatingpumps canstarttopump airmixedwiththefluid,
cavitate(whichcoulddamagethepump),and causewaterhammer throughout
thefilterandbenzenestrippersystem.Substantialamountsoffoam may alsobe
generated,whichwilljeopardizethefiltrationprocess.

WSRC engineeringstaffareanalyzingITPcycletimesand wash water
volumerequirementswithcomputermodelsthatassumethetankliquidlevel
canbeaslowas20inches.

Asses__meqts:Pump operabilityisquestionablebecausepreventive
maintenanceprocedureshavenotbeenimplemented.TheconceptualizedITP
process,consistingof3precipitationbatchesfollowedby washing,isnot
consistentwiththefluidlevelsrequiredforpreventingpump cavitiationand
maintainingpump operability.Modelingeffortsforwash processesshoulduse
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not only the fluid levels assumed for optimum pump performance, but also fluid
levels required to prevent fluid cavitation.

III.2.3. Extended IT Integrationv

Observations: As previously discussed in Section 1.3,the batch-
produced, washed precipitate formed in the ITP process will be stored in Tank 49
for periods of approximately 2 years while waiting transfer to the DWPF. The
storage will require the addition of nitrite to prevent corrosion in the carbon steel
tank, and radiolytic decomposition will occur in the washed precipitate. As a
result, the Late Wash process must be implemented as a "mini-ITP"process to re-
precipitate the cesium which dissolved during storage, and rewash the cesium
and KTPBprecipitate to bring the nitrite concentration in compliance with PHP
feed specifications.

The rewashed precipitate must then be transferred to the precipitate
hydrolysis reactor where it is hydrolyzed and stripped of benzene to provide
cesium salt feed to the melter.

Assessments: The Extended ITP system is not perceiveci by SRS to be a
system, rather it is treated and managed as separate elements in a sequence. The
inter-dependencies between each of the processes is not adequately considered,
and as a result, verifying the process necessary to separate cesium from the salt
solution and preparing it for vitrification will not be possible unless the complete
system operates successfully.

Because the ITP must utilize Late Wash before transferring cesium
precipitate to DWPF, and because the precipitate must be prepared in the
Precipitate Hydrolysis Process to meet feed specifications prior to combining it
with the sludge for vitrification, the Extended ITP system should include In-Tank
Precipitation, Late Wash, and Precipitate Hydrolysis, as previously shown in
Figure III.1.

Su_,_estions: Develop and use an integrated Extended ITP processvv

flowsheet to determine how changes affect all included unit processes.

III.2.3.1. EITP Integration with Late Wash and the Precipitate Hydrolysis
Process

Observations: The SRTC/DWPF staff have determined that soluble
ionic organic species will be present in the Late Wash water.

Assessments: The soluble ionic organic species identified in the Late
Wash process have not been identified and although their presence has been
predicted to produce significant deleterious effects in the precipitate hydrolysis
reactor of the DWPF, their effect on the ITP precipitation, filtration, stripping and
washing processes is not understood nor is it being adequately considered.
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WSRC is developing the ITPand Late Wash processes in a piecemeal
fashion without adequate regard for overall system production capability risk or
consequences to overall system performance, cost, or schedule.

Suggestions: Prepare an integrated flowsheet to establish Late Wash
and Precipitate Hydrolysis Process simulated tests and parameteric operating
range studies. Establish a test program to evaluate soluble ionic effects on the
flowsheet recipe.

Investigate a method for eliminating soluble ionic organics being
transferred to PHP, and compare the results against the benefits of alternative
processes to ITP.

III.2.3.2. ITP Integration with DWPF

Observations: The rate at which the Extended ITPprocess will be able
to deliver 10 wt %precipitate feed to the DWPF is not known at this time because
of questions about the operability and efficiency of benzene strippers and cross
flow filters,

Senior level WSRC management recognizes that DWPF attainment will
average 25% through the year 2000 because of funding limitations and associated
problems with initiating waste removal projects as scheduled. The current
schedule does not reflect additional funds to achieve full attainment at DWPF.

Assessments: Limited ITP cesium feed can reduce DWPF attainment,
unless the volume of cesium precipitate is supplemented with simulant, or unless
batches containing sludge only continue to be processed. Limited ITP feed can
also limit the amount of actual waste vitrified by the DWPF, and thereby increase
the number of cans for disposal.

Suggestions: DWPF attainment projections should realistically reflect
the potential for reduced predpitate feed from the Extended ITP. Parameters
controlling the attainment relationship between the Extended ITP and DWPF
should be evaluated, and work around plans should be developed to account for
reduced ITP feed to DWPF.

III.2.3.3. ITP Integration with Tank Farm

Observations: As defined by SRS, a sakbound condition exists in the
Tank Farm when all available salt receipt tanks are full, or evaporators have
concentrated feed to the extent possible. The system is water logged when all
feed and receipt tanks are full and there is no space for additional receipt or
transfer. When the evaporator feed and receipt tanks are full and there is no
available space to move salt and resume evaporator operation, tank farm
gridlock occurs.
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Effluents from H Canyon and RBOFare processed in the 2H
Evaporator system and continue to increase saltcake inventory in Tanks 41 and
38 (Tank 41 is presently full). The effluents from F Canyon are processed in the
2F Evaporator System. Effluents from the canyons, RBOFand sludge washing
are the principal contributors to the increasing salt ir,'entory in the Tank Farm.
With full saltcake inventory, the 2H Evaporator becomes saltbound, and it must
shutdown because no receipt tankage is available. However, continued
operation of DWPF depends on 2H evaporator operation, and a method to
reduce saltcake inventory and prevent the salt bound condition is needed. ITP is
the SRS's selected method. However, because ITP needs 12-16 months to batch
process 3 cycles of saltcake, ITP must startup by 12/93 to prevent 5/95 shutdown
of the 2H evaporator system.

Feed from the Tank Farm to ITP will eventually include contents from
some waste storage tanks which have not yet been characterized. Several of the
waste storage tanks at the SRSare known to contain "off-normal" wastes
containing large amounts of coal, zeolite, thorium, etc.

Assessments: Immediate iTP operation is being driven by the need to
process saltcake in Tanks 41 and 38 and prevent a salt bound condition in the 2H
Evaporator system by 5/95. At that time, DWPF will shut down because the 2H
evaporator shuts down. ITPis the only method being considered to prevent this
situation, and other potentially less expensive and more practical options for
Tank Farm operability have not been adequately considered. While successful
ITPoperation with reasonable attainment would help prevent Tank Farm
gridlock, premature startup of ITP will provide little near-term benefit in creating
needed Tank Farm space. In addition, the effect or consequences of ITP failure
on potential Tank Farm gridlock is not being adequately considered.

There is insufficient information to verify that DWPF startup in June
1994 will cause Tank Farm gridlock, or that water saturation is an acute threat to
the Tank Farm. DWPF recycle volume appears large, but the incremental salt
load to the Tank Farm is small. Holdup capacity for DWPF recycle is marginal,
and will require careful management. With scheduled startup of the
Replacement HLW Evaporator, SRS has ample evaporator capacity.

The suitability of the Extended 1TPprocess and facilities for processing
off-normal tank wastes has not been demonstrated, especially in terms of settling
and filter performance.

Suggestions" Alternate strategies should be investigated to prevent
Tank Farm gridlock including:

• The potential to reduce the volume of Canyon and RBOF effluent
streams during periods of non-operation;
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• Thepotentialforsplitting,reducingoreliminatingDWPF recycle
streamstotheTank Farm.Ionexchangesystemscouldbeusedto
modifycertainstreams,buthavenotyetbeenstudiedforrecycle
application.PlumbingchangesintheD_F beforehotoperations
wouldpermitseparatingthehighsalt,highCs MelterOff-gasstream
fromtheothertwo,largelywater,streams.

• ThereturnofaType ItanktostorageserviceforDWPF recycleorESP
wash water;

• TheuseofITPtanksassaltreceipttankswhilean alternatecesium
separationmethodisimplemented.

111.2.4. Related ITP Issues

Non-technical, but influential issues associated with ITP include the
startupmanagementapproach,continuedsupportafterstartup,theSAR,the
StartupPlanandDOE Orders,andconfigurationmanagement.

III.2.4.1.WSRCS|a_p Management Approach

Observations:The currentriporganizationwas formedasa
mobilizationefforttosupportanexpedited_ startupprogram.Allofthe
projectmanagementelementsareinplaceandmany keypersonnelwithproven
trackrecordsinotherprogramshavebeen broughtintoadirectreporting
relationshiptotheHLW ManagerinhiscurrentroleasfulltimeITPManager.In
additiontotheassignmentoftheHLW ManagerexclusivelytotheITPproject,
therearemanagersandstafffromProjectManagement,Start'up,QA,
EngineeringandORR on sitewho arededicatedtotheITP.Many ofthese
functionsandmostofthekeypeoplehavebeenassignedtoITPlessthanthree
months.

Theeffectivenessofthis"allout"effortforITPstartupcannotbe
definitelydeterminedatthisearlydate,butthePlanoftheDay,Planofthe
Week,ActivitySchedules,milestonedates,etc.arebeingpursuedaggressivelyto
bringthepiecestogether.Some oftheactualvs.Februarybaselinedworkoff
ratesonopenactionitemstosupportkeyeventsarealreadybehindtheprojected
curves.

Inanefforttocompensatel:orincompleteprocessdevelopmentat
startup,WSRC hasinitiatedprojectstobuildinasmuch flexibilityaspossibleto
theripfacilitiesforfutureinsertionofnew chemicalstreamsand heat

exchangersbeforehotoperationoftheITPfiltercells.Whileinsuringthat
nuclearprocessingfacilitiesareflexibleandupgradablebeforehotoperationis
goodmanagementpractice,acceptedengineeringpracticedoesnotprovideitas
asubstitutionforcompletingprocessdevelopmentanddocumentingprocess
readiness.Acceptedchemicalengineeringpracticeofcompletingprocess
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development, demonstrating operability of the process on a pilot scale, and
assessing all long term impacts and requirements for sustaining the process prior
to production plant operations has not been followed by WSRC.

Assessments: The intense effort to expedite 1TPstartup is
commendable and would nearly always be "the" method to follow to complete
and startup a proven process. However, the ITPStartup is not being managed as
a first-of-a-kind Chemical Processin_ System. The 1983 demonstration of the

v v

precipitation and concentration step is being used as the basis for managing the
Extended ITP system as though it were a completely defined, developed,
integrated chemical process system which is only lacking in final optimization.

The project management expertise of HLW management is not
complemented with the expertise in chemical process plant systems which is
needed for the successful startup of a first of a kind chemical process.
Insufficient experience among the HLW management in startup of complex
chemical production plants is contributing to unrealistic expectations regarding
emerging work and a lack of appreciation for the enormous effects of seemingly
inconsequential alterations in chemical constituents and operating conditions.
Management experienced in the startup of nuclear reactors, where physical
processes are well understood and sharply defined, may be highly skilled in
managing the schedule and budget, but may be inadequately prepared to
appreciate and manage the far less understood and highly sensitive chemistry at
work in a chemical process plant.

The overall ITP management is proactively aggressive and results
oriented. However, the day-to-day actions of the workers tend to be reactive.
Developments that could have been anticipated are not, and then when faced
with a problem, a "work around" may be formulated without full analysis of the
impacts on all other activities and the overall process. Examples of reactive
management include:

• Start up engineers, rather than cognizant engineers, preparing
procedures from the Startup Test Plan.

• No decision on running Tank 48 slurry pumps during filter cycles.

• Settling for less than fully recommended modifications to the filter
back flush system.

• The lack of a benzene inj'e"cuonmethod for cold startup test of columns.

• Tank pump exercise procedures were written but apparently not
performed.

• Lack of a reliable method to determine the liquid level in Tank 48 if
foam is present.
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* Lack of understanding of draw down limits in Tank 48 due to filter
pumps ingesting air because of shallow liquid depths in tank.

. Deactivating tank cooling coils by just valving off.

ITP management does not have a visible or viable risk management
motivation. The schedule driven path does not have a published consideration
of consequences of failure and evaluation of alternatives. The risk assumed in
accepting the ITP startup drivers and in adopting the present startup strategy is
not adequately recognized by WSRC and is not being adequately managed.
Accepted principles of risk management dictate that for programs with severe
consequence of failure and significant probability of failure that an alternative or
backup programs be carried in parallel until the demonstrated success of the
front runner. Cesium delivery to the DWPF and the capability to generate
needed space in the 2H evaporator system is at risk because no alternative
processes or technologies are available.

The ITPmanagement is considering a single path to startup success.
Funding or staff support from HLW is not available at SRTC to pursue
alternatives or fully incorporate identified improvements to the ITP plant.
Management focus and the readiness of all hardware, training, documentation,
testing, etc. completion are aimed at meeting the scheduled start of OREon
October 20, 1993.

Sulzlzestions: The existing Project Management Structure needs to bevv

continued and strengthened for the long term, and be supplemented by the
additional System Management described in Section III.3.1. The Project
Management team should build and maintain the system defined and
maintained by the System Management Team.

III.2.4.2. Continued Support after Startup

Observations: Most of the available detailed process operating
knowledge is currently possessed by the Startup Engineers. During the "quiet
time", these engineers will (and must) step aside to allow operating personnel to
take over. Moreover, once the startup engineers' jobs are over, the Cognizant
Engineers will become the resident technical experts for the process.

Assessments: It was not evident that the cognizant engineers now
possess the process level knowledge to handle the plant technical oversight and
emergent problems of operation. The ITPprocess will need continued
engineering development and support after hot startup from Waste Management
and Environmental Restoration (WM&ER)Chief Engineer's Office in the facility,
process and cognizant engineering areas. Continued support from SRTC will
also be required. Crisp understanding of ownership for process, operation
engineering and configuration management must be developed, understood,
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integratedandmaintainedwithintheWM&ER andSRTC Divisionmanagement
andstaff.

III.2.4.3. SAR Supp_ortto Startup

Observations: An addendum to the Safety AnMysis Report (SAR) of
i988 has been submitted which evaluates recently identified issues associated
with startup and operation of ITP(no additional hazards were identified for
ESP.) The issues addressed in the Addendum include tank deflagration,
criticality, and soil stability.

Page changes for the SAP, have been submitted to DOE/SR for Tank 48
deflagration and criticality analysis, and these issues appear to be satisfactorily
resolved. The Tank 41 criticality issue remains open. However, an alternate feed
strategy has been proposed by WSRC to allow more time for resolution, and
startup can occur under the USQ process. If DOE insists on Tank 41 being the
tank for initial salt removal, then it is unlikely that the October 20, 1993 date for
the ORE will be met. WSRC plans to perform any needed tank criticality
analyses as tanks are scheduled for 1TP/ESP processing.

The soils investigation issue resolution is being approached in two
phases. Phase I, which is now complete, included confirmatory tests for seismic
analyses. A preliminary report was issued March 15, 1993. Phase II includes
geotechnical work, both in the field and in the laboratory, to prove soil stability
in the H-area Tank Farm (New Hill). An interim assessment is scheduled for July
15,1993 and a final geotechnical report scheduled for September 15, 1993.

The integrated schedule shows SAR approval being acquired at the
end of August, 1993. The detailed SAR schedule is included in the Plan of the
Week meetings, and both WSRC and DOE personnel feel confident that the
schedulecanbemet,withsome assumptions,including:no unidentifiedissues
willsurface;thesoilsandseismicissuescanbesuccessfullyresolved;and tank
deflagrationissuescanberesolvedwithouttheneedformajorsystem
modificationsorupgrades.

_ssmen_: The SAR schedulecanbemet,assumingthatthe
technicalissuesalreadyidentifiedcanbesatisfactorilyresolvedwithno major
engineeringdevelopment.Thesoilsstabilityissuecouldbeamajorproblemif
thestructuraldesignofthefilterbuildingand foundationisfoundtobe
inadequateduringaseismicevent.Tank41criticalityissuesmustberesolved
throughanalyses.

_stions: Emphasison resolvingSAR issuesshouldcontinue.If
engineeringdevelopmentwork isrequiredtosolveanySAR issues,thenthe
work shouldbeidentifiedandfactoredintothescheduleassoonaspossible.
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III.2.4.4. Startup Plan and DOE Orders

Ob_rvations: The WSRC Startup Plan will be issued in a standardized
format with 22 sections and is currently being revised. The Plan identifies
WSRC'sintended level of compliance with DOE Orders, some sections of which
will not be met before ITPstartup. It is not certain that the WSRC approach to
partial compliance with selected DOE Orders will be approved by either
_E/SR or DOE/HQ.

DetailedschedulesfortheStart-upPlanarepresentedinthePlanofthe
Week meeting.Theschedulesshow theStartupPlanbeingtransmittedfrom
DOE/SR onJune29,1993,and DOE/HQ approvalgrantedby EM-i on August
22,i993.TheDOE/HQ reviewmay takemore time,becausereviewsby EM-343
andapprovalbyEM-30areallottedonly2 weeks.

Assessments:ThelevelofsupportDOE/HQ providesonOrder
compliancewas undetermined.Thesystemofsequentialreviewnow shown on
theintegratedschedulemay puttheStartupPlanapprovalon theORE critical
pathatatimewhen thereislittleorno timetorecover.StartupPlanapproval
willprobablybedelayedby DOE Ordercomplianceissuesiftheyarenot
surfacedearlyforresolution.

Su2eestions:Ifpossible,theStartupPlancompletionshouldbev_

acceleratedsothatmore timeisavailableforreviewby DOE/HQ organizations.
DOE Ordercomplianceissuesneedtobesurfacedearly,and areasofnon-
compliancewillprobablyrequireextensivediscussionand interactionwith
DOE/HQ.

III.2.4.5. ITP Confilruration Mana2ement
-w w

Observations:TheITPConfigurationManagementActionPlanwas
approvedMarch12,1993.Thislatestartinestablishingaformalconfiguration
controlprogramhasresultedintheneedtoreconstructcriteriarequirements
documents,reviewtestplansandproceduresalreadycompleted,inorderto
checkforconformancewithcriteriaandupdatingprocedures,drawingsand
specifications.TheITPprogrammanagerandhisstaffarereviewing65suchtest
packagesf_,.-credibilitytodetermineifearliertestresultsmeetcriteria.This
activityisscheduledtobecompletedinmid-May.

At the time of the ITRreview, all Piping and Instrumentation Diagram
(P&ID)s for ESPwere for the as-built condition. For ITP,P&IDs representing as-
built conditions were complete for all nuclear safety and cri_Icalprotection
systems, and most plant support systems.
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A Facility Change ControlBoard,chaired by the ITPprogram
manager,meets daily. A more formalized deficiency tag system was startedin
January, 1993under which the shiftmanagermust sign all deficiencytags.

WSRCestimates that it will take 2 yearsto complete all necessary
actionsand have full configurationcontrol. At that time, all systems will have
been describedusing System Design Descriptions (SDDs),as defined in Nuclear
StandardF-I-2T.

_sessments: The newness of the configurationcontrolprogram
coupled with new managementand a reorganizationsuggests thatalthougha
ConfigurationManagement programis being implemented,errorswill be made
which may or may not be discovered in a timely manner.

_uagestions: Configurationcontrolshould be enforced,and frequent
audits should be conducted to verifycontrol adequacy. By the time of the ON,
the system should be demonstrated as mature and working well.

111.3. System Integration

The High l_vel WasteRemediation System(HL_) is assumed by
the ITRteam to include the majorfunctions of liquid waste processingat SRS,
including waste storage and transfer(WasteRemoval,TankFarmand
Evaporators),waste preparation(In-TankPrecipitation,ExtendedSludge
Processing),waste processing (LateWash,the DWPF,Consolidated Incinerator
Facility,EffluentTreatmentFacility,the SaltStone Facility),and waste disposal
operations (streamsand storage vaults/depositories), and activitiesnecessaryto
support these functions such as the analyticallabs and TNX.

_eneral Assessment: TheI-ILWRS,the functions and requirementsof
its elements, and the processes be carriedout in those elements arenot
documented or under configurationcontrol. Accordingly,the HLWRSis not
being managed as an integrated system, the feasibility of system processesare
uncertain,and the long termoperabilityand feed continuity forthe HLWRS
system are in doubt. WSRCmanagementhas not adequatelyimplemented an
integratedengineering authorityresponsible forintegrating all elements of the
HLWRS.

GeneralRecommendation: A systems engineeringbasis that includes
the functions and requirements l:oreach element in the HLWRSshould be
generated and utilized as asource document foruse in implementing the
I-I-LWRS.Thisbasis would provide a solid foundation forapplying an integrated
systems engineering approachto making pending and futuredecisions,
managing configuration, change control and interfacesbetween functional
engineering groups, and managing existing facilitiesand the addition/startup of
new facilities in the future.
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TheHLWRSinvolves over 1400streams and 400unit operationswhich
must be effectively orchestrated using a system engineeringapproachin orderto
achieve the desiredgoals for waste disposition. Withinthe Extended
subsystem, symptoms indicatinga lack of HLWRSintegrationwere observed to
be generally divided into issues associated with a lackof integrated
documentation or process responsibility.

Lacl_of Inte_m'ated_cumentation Ob_rvations' Eventhough Pro_ct
TechnicalBasis and BasicDesign Datadocuments are available,WSRCcould not
provide a complete overall process flow description,masterequipment list,
material/energy balance,or stream acceptancecriteriaconsistentwith
recognized system engineering practice. No integrated,controlled master
process flow diagrams or master process recipedocuments were availableas
source documents, or as the basis for facilities alreadyconstructedor in
construction.

Well defined stream acceptancecriteriawere availableonly forthe
Saltstone Facility. TheDWPFfeed design basis was documented in draftformto
include LateWash and the nitricacid flowsheet, but the final document has not
yet been released. Complete, documented feed acceptancecriteriawas not found
forstreams related to ESP,ITP,the cesium TPBprecipitatehold-up tank, Tank
49, LateWash, or recycle returningto ITPfromLateWash.

Documents which have been generatedand which arecriticalfor
functional engineering groups to perform facilitydesign and process
development activitiesare eithernot current,unavailable,or, in some cases,not
being fallowed.

!

_ocess ResDonsibiUtvObservations: A single managerresponsible for
identifying and resolvingprocess technicalissues across interfaceswithin the
HLWRScould not be identified. Thehighest functioninglevel of integration
which could be identified was the existence of an issue resolutionmanager
dealing only with precipitation, concentration,stripping,and washing elements
within the ITPprocess. However, single chemicalprocessengineerresponsible
foroverseeing the definition and development of each unitprocess (filtration,
precipitation,precipitatewashing, filtratestripping, pumping, sludge washing)
could not be identified.

System lnte_ratiol_Assess_me_ts:Systemprocess feasibility,
operability, and feed continuity are uncertaindue to a lackof system integration
and systems analysis. Specific examples dealing with the ExtendedITPprocess
which indicate a lackof system integration include,but arenot limited to:

• The effects of soluble ionic organicspecies, which are unidentified but
known to be present, on ITPchemistryhave not been considered.
These chemicalspecies will be recycled ,o ITPfrom LateWash via
Tank22. Thepoisoning of the copper catalystin the DWPFSalt
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Process Cellwas attributedto these s_cies, and their removal was a
principal rein forimplementingLateWuh. Yet, the _slble effects
of the soluble ionicorganicspecies on _ precipitationor berne
mass transportin the strippers is not considered.

• TheITRwas alternatelytoldby differentWSRCpersonnel on different
occasions that: Tank48 filterfeed pumps would only be run with the
Tank48 slurrypumps off in orderto reduce filter loading; thatTank 48
filter feed pumps would only be run with the slurry pumps on so as to
even out filterloading overtime;and thirdly that the operational
details of the Tank48 filterfeed pumps and slurrypumps was not
known and would be decided in the |uture. Thevarious staff were
responsiblefor filters,ben_ne strippers,and writing test procedures.

s The ITRwas told thatit was againstTankFarm_li_ to directly add
acidicstreams to any waste tank. The policy called for neutralization
of such streams prior to additionto a tankand is repeated in the ITP
TechnicalProje_.'tBasisdocument. WSRCstaff responsible forthe ITP
process indicated thatlargevolumes of filterand stripper oxalic acid
wash water would be addeddirectlyto Fank48:indeed, the _ filter
building plumbing is designed forsuch operations.

SRTClab staffresponsibleformonitoring and studymS corrosion
phenomena in waste tanksalso indicated thatacidic solution should
not be added directlyto a waste tankand were unaware thatplans to
do so existed.

• Assumptions used by WSRCpersonnelresponsible formodeling and
predicting ITPcycle times include the ability to operate cross flow filter
feed pumps until theTank48 level is takendown to approximately
twenty inches. The abilityto do so is an important partof the basis for
calculating ITPcycle timeand thruput. Yet,WSRCpersonnel
responsible forpumpingoperations indicated thatthe fluid level in
Tank48 could not be takenbelow approximately40 inches without
causing pump cavitation.

WSRCmanagementhasnot implementedan integratedengineering
authorityand responsibility forthe HLWRS,nor is an integrated, controlled
master process recipe document availableas a source document. Existing site
personnel familiarwith developing and startingproductionchemical process
should be utilized in keypositions. There needs to be a controlled blueprintof
the system with documented functionsand requirements,and a controlled
master process recipe so thatalleffortscanbe directed at the same goals.

At the time of the ITR,allchemicalreagents which are going to be
added to the system had not been identified, and other chemical species were
known to exist in the system but hadnot yet been identified. However, there is a
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widespreadbeliefthatthechemicalpresses necessaryfor_tended _ are
fullydevelopedandneedonlytobestartedup._me oftheWSRC personnel
thatknow theprocessisnotadequatelydevelopedorintegratedtosupport
startupindicatedthat_heduleandnotpros readinesswas ofprimary
importance.

Managementhasnotadequatelydefinedand implementedan
integratedengineeringauthorityand respomibilityforthe_VVRS, norisan
integrated,controlledmasterprocessredpedocumentavailableasasource
d_ment.

Thebeliefthatallprocessesarecompletelydefinedand developedis
systemicandisleadingtothelackofattentiontomanagementoftheinterfaces
betweenelementsoftheHLWRS system.

Suit_estiops.An intensive,inte_atedsystemsengineeringapproach
shouldbethm'oughlyimplementedwithintheHighLevelWaste/DWPF system,
withparticularemphasisonelementstobeaddedtothesysteminthefuture.
DOE/SR andWSRC shouldimproveintegrationofmanagementobjectives.
Managementshouldclearlydefinefunctions,requirements,responsibilitiesand
accountabilityforeachelementwithintheHLW system.

A pathleadingtoimprovedsystemintegrationwouldincludethe
followingelements:

• identifyingaWSRC managerwho isanexpertinthesystems
engineeringapproachtodevelopingand startingup production
chemicalprocesses;who willimmediatelydefinethefunctionsand
requirementsforthesystemandeachelementswithinthesystem;and
who willintegratealloftheelementsinthesystem.

, Designating a single chemical process engineer responsible for
overseeing the definition, developing, and integrating of each element
(i.e., Tank Farms, ITP,ESP, LW, etc.) in the system.

• Designatingasinglechemicalprocessensineertoberesponsiblefor
eachunitprocess(i.e.precipitation,filtration,stripping,washing,
sludgewashing,mixing,pumping)ineachelement.

, Requiringtheabovedesignatedindividualsto:documentthesystem
theyareorganizing;definea_llne systemwithacceptancecriteria
forfeedandproductateachstepoftheprocess;and documenta
referencesetofprocessconditionsandtolerancesforeachunitprocess.

• Integratingtheabovedocumentsintoa controlled,masterdocument,
ti,_TechnicalDesignBasisfortheSystem,withtheprimaryobjective
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of ensuring all process and syste_ engineering effortsare directed
towards the same objective.

. Changing the controlled TechnicalDesi_ Basis forthe Systemonly as
requiredto reflect resolutionof issues and to document progressin
process and system development.

. implementing the documented system with the requiredsupport from
SRTCand engineering, which as a group should continue to meetat
frequent regular intervals to resolve issues which cut acrossinterfaces
between elements of the system.

. Freezingthe master system definition documents when operabilityof
all unit processes has been demonstrated, and the system is readyfor
start_.tp.

. Implementing configurationcontrol,including a formalchangecontrol
proczss with rigorous requirements applied to all Justificationsfor
chemicalpress changes.

111.4. !TP_SF RelatedlqttU

Issues relatedto ITP,ESPand the HLVVR-.Sinclude the importanceof
schedules, managementby DOE/SR and regulatory issues.

r

111.4.1. ITp Startup Uaseline Schedule

Obse_ations: The ITP/ESP integratedstartupschedule was revised
and rebaselinedby WSRCin February1993,and transmitted to DOE/SR
February17,1993. It is resourceloaded formost activities,except construction
personnel,and levelized. Total costs cannotbe electronicallyaccumulatedfrom
the schedule because the operations accountingsystem needs to be changedand
certainpersonnel categories are not included.

In the letterattachedto the submitted schedule, WSRClisted the
following issues and assumptions which impactschedule:

. Theschedule TargetDate forthe DOE-OREis October20, 1993. The
previous estimate of September7, 1993will be delayed due to
manpower leveling.

. WSRCrequested aspecific DOE-OREdurationfromDOE-SRso thata
date forradioactive operations can be established.

. The currentschedule assumesno contingency. WSRCrequestedthat
the amountof risk be jointly agreed upon with DOE-SR. WSRChas
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suggested a contingencyof 68 days, b_d on an analysis using a
Bechtelmodel.

. All WSRCprogrammatic items requiringDOEreview and approval
(SAR,StartupPlan,OrderAssessment, and Emergency ResponseDrill)
can be approved in a timely fashionwithout adding any significant
sco_.

• The necessaryI_C and OPCfunding forITPwill be provided in
sufficient time to expedite procurementof needed resources.

• The author_tion permitting startof ESPVerificationTestbe
approved by May I, 1993.

WSRC requestedresponses from DOE/SR on these iuues and
assumptions by the end of February. With no response fromDOE/SR,WSRC
wrote a second letter in mid-March,as a follow-up to the 2/17 letter,stating that
they were proceeding with schedule implementation.

WSRCacknowledges that the ITPis unique, technicallycomplex and
uses new technologies, and unknown impacts should be anticipated. WSRCalso
stated thatwith a mutual cooperation and effort,and a judiciousselection of
potential schedule improvements, RadioactiveOperationscan be achieved in
1993. Ideas forschedule improvement provided in the letterinclude:shortenthe
time periods associated with the review, approvaland authorization of
documentation forradioactive operation;shorten the durationof parallelreview
of criticalstartup documents; shortenthe duration of "quiettime";shorten the
durationof ORE;and shorten the duration of the WSRCORR.

Potential schedule delays include:a higher thanexpected level of
emergentissues; problemsin equipment testing, processverification and
successful cold startuptesting;operator trainingcompletion and readiness prior
to the OREand review by other groups;regulatoryand safety issues requiring
additional engineering development; emergency planning drill acceptability;and
a configurationmanagementstrategy sufficientto satisfy the DOE-OREteam.

Performanceindicatorsreported in Planof the Weekmeetings forthe
period February24 throughMarch24 were reviewed. Thekey events reviewed
in detail were KE-2(benzene strippertesting), KE-3(ESPready for Process
VerificationTest), KE-4(Tank48 and Tank50 ready to support ITP),and KE-5
(readiness forradioactive operations and DOE-HQORE). The total numberof
action items for_/ESP remained essentially constant (573items on 2/24, and
550items on 3/24) duringthe review period, with a lower than anticipated
workoffrate. The largestnumber of action items were assigned to the Cognizant
Engineeringgroup.
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The schedules for ESP verification tests and the benzene stripper tests
were selected for "vertical slice" evaluation of the schedule. Predecessor and
successor activities were examined, and logic ties and activity durations were
eviewed. Progress on these tests were also followed in the Plan of the Day and

Plan of the Week meetings. The schedule showed essentially zero float for the
remaining test activities, and in fact showed overlap of some activities which
should be sequentially ordered.

• The ESP Process Verification test scheduled for May 1, 1993, will most
likely slip 2 weeks or more, since there appears to be overlap in the
schedule, particularly in WSRCself assessment and DOE-SR review
and approval. DOE-HQ interaction for this test, if required, may result
in further slippage.

• Benzene stripper startup tests, which are on the ITP startup critical
path, could be delayed by results from vendor testing, and could lead
to a slip in the DOE-ORE.

Assessments: A resource loaded, levelized schedule is in place,
however, it cannot be used to its fullest capability because of accounting
problems, and because not all resources (eg. construction) are included.
Although the schedule indicates timely resolution of items, emergent issues may
delay meeting significant milestones.

Effective recognition of important process risks may be masked by
schedule priorities, and the single path schedule approach does not provide for
effective use of contingency or alternative work arounds.

Any slip in the schedule needs to be carefully analyzed to determine
the affect on the scheduled ORE. The lack of systems and/or personnel
readiness due to shortened times for operator training, eliminating or
minimizing equipment testing, and in general short-cutting operational readiness
items, can result in longer times for receiving permission for radioactive
operations.

Suggestions: The detailed schedule should be continuously monitored
to promote meeting key milestones. Work-arounds, though encouraged, should
not reduce confidence in overall system performance. Schedule contingency
issues should be resolved with DOE.

Lessons learned from other OREs conducted at SRS should be
beneficial in determining readiness for the ORE. The date for ORE readiness
should be confirmed.

III.4.2. Schedule InteeTation
v
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Observations: Schedule integration for the WM&ERorganization
(HLW, DWPF, solid waste, ET) was evaluated. The overall schedule is based on
detailed schedules prepared by the line organizations, and Program
Management maintains an overall top level schedule. Although the schedules
are not integrated electronically, the integrated control system contains the 5 year
plans (FYP), Annual Operating Plans (AOP), Monthly Performance Analysis, and
Evaluation of Alternatives. Changes in schedule are monitored through the
budgeting process.

An integrated schedule is provided in the HLW System Plan (Rev 0)
(Doc. no. WER-DPM-92-0153). That schedule was baselined as of September,
1992, and the document is being revised to reflect changes in strategy, extensions
in schedule and inclusion of previously omitted items (ORR for ITP/ESP). The
overall integrated schedule had not been updated to incorporate the latest ITP
schedule at the time of the review.

Assessments: Manual production of the integrated schedules can
results in reactive rather than proactive top level decision making. Accurate,
current information is important for understanding the HLWRS status.

Suggestions: Schedule integration would be enhanced if all HLWRS
schedules were electronically linked.

III.4.3. DOE/SR Management

Observations: The DOE/SR-HLW workload currently includes, but is
not limited to: preparing for the ORE; planning for and supporting startup ITP
and ESP;monitoring the ongoing tank superstructure construction; and
providing support and surveillance to the HLW Tank Farm and evaporator
complex. Staff assignments for ITP and ESP seem to be based on current issues
and problems, rather than on complete functions or projects.

ITP/ESP startup issues are primarily handled by only two engineers in
the Technical Support Branch of the DOE/SR Liquid Waste Division, who also
have other duties to technically support the Division. The Branch has openings
for two more engineers, which would double the staff of the Branch. The
DOE/SR position for oversight of Configuration Management is vacant, and
other DOE engineers are performing the oversight on a part time basis.

A Deputy Director was assigned in February, 1993, as the DOE
counterpart to the special WSRC ITPmanagement, and although experienced in
the commercial nuclear industry, he is new to the job and to the DOE system.
The Director and his Deputy are the single points of contact in the Division
between the ITP/ESP projects and the activities at DWPF and SRTC.

The DOE/SR Liquid Waste Division has not yet formulated their
participation in the WSRC ORR. One management view was to incrementally
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assign staff to verify DOE/ORE readiness. Another view was to shadow the
WSRC ORR,but improve on the closure of findings recorded in the ORR.

DOE/SR stated that interactions with DOE/HQ were predominately
verbal.

Assessments: The DOE/SR organization lacks the structure or depth
of personnel necessary to adequately perform their oversight and support
functions. As a result, their guidance and responsiveness to WSRC's aggressive
project approach is limited. Organizational, functional responsibilities appear
unclear, and the staff is forced to respond in a reactive mode to emerging issues.

A disciplined DOE/SR-HLW project approach, with systems
responsibilities defined, would help resolve issues, including the upcoming
DOE/HQ ORE activities, as well as provide a documented track record.

u._n_: DOE/SR should provide additional experienced
technical startup personnel during the interval remaining for ITPstartup. The
need for staff should be determined through workload analysis and by
developing a resource loaded schedule. Vacancies should be filled with qualified
personnel as soon as possible. Long term, resource-loaded schedules and/or
Plans should be developed for all HLW activities, and shared with DOE/HQ.

With the WSRC resource loaded schedule available as a basis, an
assignment of duties and responsibilities logic should be prepared. The outcome
of this assignment should be a clear understanding of responsibility and
authority for each staff member matched to each major task.

DOE/SR needs to be more responsive to WSRC requests and to gi_pe
timely guidance on issues such as applicability of DOE Orders, schedule
contingency, ORE duration and preparation. Current ITP/ESP needs should not
affect the ongoing HLW needs for schedule and surveillance for storage,
evaporator construction, waste transfer, sludge washing, etc.

A formalized plan to verify ORE readiness should be issued by DOE.
The plan could verify readiness by surveillance of the WSRC ORR,or with
independent evaluations by DOE/SR. An advance visit by DOE/HQ to express
ORR expectations would be beneficial. The ORE start date and anticipated
duration should by validated by DOE for baseline scheduling purposes.

DOE/SR should communicate more formally with DOE/HQ on issues
involving HQ activities. Long term resource-loaded schedules and/or plans
should be developed and shared with DOE/HQ.

i

III.4.4. Re_tlatory_ Compliance
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A Federal Facilities Compliance Agreement (FFCA) was signed
between the South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control
(SCDHEC), EPA and DOE in January 1993. The ITP and ESPwill be operated
under an Industrial Wastewater Treatment Operating Permit which was issued
in March 1993. Regulatory issues of note at SRS include the potential for
decreased benzene limits and a Categorical Exclusion for Late Wash.

III.4.4.1. Benzene Abatement

Observations: Through the SCDHEC Bureau of Air Quality Control,
is permitted to annually release 23 tons of airborne benzene and 5 pounds of

mercury. The current National Emission Standard for Hazardous Air Pollutants
(NESHAP) benzene regulation does not apply to ITP/ESP, but SRS is waiting for
details on the new Clean Air Act (CAA) standards from SCDHEC. These new
standards may require benzene abatement, but it is not expected to be a
requirement for startup.

Even though benzene abatement methods have been evaluated by SRS,
abatement implementation is currently an unbudgeted item.

_sessmen_: If the regulatory environment evolves rapidly, then
benzene abatement could be an issue prior to radioactive operation of ITP. Even
though abatement modifications have been proposed, SRS needs to be proactive
in addressing the abatement issue and any others issues arising from the new
Clean Air Act.

III.4.4.2. Categorical Exclusion for LWw

Observation: DOE/SR has determined that a categorical exclusion
(CX) is appropriate for modifying the Auxiliary Pump Pit (APP) for Late Wash
processing. DOE/HQ is reviewing this CX. If a CX is not sufficient, then an EIS
Supplemental Analysis (SA) is required. WSRC has already started on the SA.

Although the schedule for Late Wash implementation was not
examined in detail, the timeliness of the SA can impact design and construction
of the Late Wash facility. Phase I of the Late Wash facility is rerouting the
pipeline, bypassing the APP, for providing "sludge only" to DWPF. This process
piping change must be completed prior to DWPF Startup if the APP is to be
modified to a Late Wash Facility. This Facility is scheduled to start radioactive
operation in October 1995.

Assessments: The timeliness of the Late Wash SA can impact
completion of design for the Late Wash Facility which is scheduled to startup
May, 1995. The issue of categorical exclusion may delay completion and startup
of the Late Wash Facility. This would not affect ITP/ESP directly, but would
affect H-area Tank Farm operations.
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APPENDIX A

SYS_M AND PROCESS TECHNICAL REFERENCE

A.I. HLW/DWPF System Description

The HLW/DWPF system is defined in the "HLW System Plan",
Revision 0, 12/15/92, WER-DPM-92-0153 to be comprised of the High Level
Waste subsystem and the Defense Waste Processing Facility, as described below:

High Level Waste

High level waste results from the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel,
including the liquid waste produced during the reprocessing, and includes a
combination of transuranic waste and fission products. High Heat Waste (HHW)
is generated primarily during the first extraction cycle in the Canyons, and is
aged at least a year to reduce the concentration of short-lived radionuclides
before evaporation while allowing the sludge and supemate to settle. Low Heat
Waste (LHW) is produced in the second and subsequent extraction cycles in the
Canyons.

• Waste Tanks: The F-Area Tank Farm operates 22 tanks, and the H-area
Tank Farm operates 29 tanks. All arebuilt of carbon steel, but there are
four different designs: Types I and II have five-foot-high secondary
pans and forced cooling; the newest Type Ill tanks have a full-height
secondary tank and forced water cooling; and Type IV has a single
steel wall and does not have forced cooling.

• Evaporators: Each Tank Farm has two evaporators to concentrate the
waste from the canyons to approximately 25%of its original volume.
High heat waste is aged prior to evaporation, while the low heat waste
is sent directly to an evaporator feed tank. The sludge settles to the
bottom of the tank and the supemate can be processed immediately.
Salt crystallized from high heat waste is stored for up to 12 years to
allow decay of 106Ru before DWPF processing: low heat waste is
stored for 0-3 years.

Low heat waste is processed in the 2H (242-16H) and the 2F (242-16F)
evaporators: the IF (242-F) evaporator is non operational: high heat
waste is processed in the IH (242-H) evaporator, but it is considered
operationally unreliable. The Replacement High Level Waste
Evaporator (RHLWE) is planned to replace the II-Ievaporator in 1996,
and will accept high and low heat waste.
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• Waste Transfer System: This waste removal system removes salt and
sludge from older tanks with mechanical agitators, spray washing the
tank interior walls, and steam/water cleaning the tank annuli.

• New Waste Transfer Facility: The NWTF is a series of pump tanks and
a large diversion box located within an enclosed facility. It will be
used to transfer radioactive slurries and solutions in H area, and will
be receipt point for LW and DWPF recycle waste.

• Extended Sludge Processing: Sludge removed from waste tanks is
washed in ESPto reduce the concentration of soluble salts before it is
fed to the DWPF. Processing includes four steps:

1) dissolving aluminum in H-area high heat waste with sodium
hydroxide and steam heat,

2) washing concurrently in two tanks with inhibited water to
remove dissolved salts,

3) gravity settling, and

4) decanting the salt solutions back to the Tank Farm for
processing.

See Section A.3 for additional information.

• InTank Precipitation: Salt removed from waste tanks is processed in
ITP where a majority of the radionuclides are extracted in the form of a
precipitate, stored, transferred to LW and sent to DWPF.

See Section A.2 for additional information.

• F{H Effluent Treatment Fad!i_: The F/H ETF treats all types of low-
level radioa_ve aqueous strealns including segregated cooling water,
contaminated runoff from the Tank Farms, certain evaporator
overheads, cesium removal column effluent, certain condensate,
selected waste regeneration wastes, and waste water collected in H-
Area catch tank. The facility treats the waste water with filtration,
organic removal, reverse osmosis and ion exchange.

Defense Waste Processing Facility

• Late Wash Fadlity (fo_erly the Auxiliary. Pump Pit): The Late Wash
Fadlity removes the nitrite from the ITP predpitate stored in Tank 49
by a similar process used in the ITP. The process will operate at a rate
of 3400 gallons every 43 hours and will: repredpitate any cesium
which has returned to cesium; reconcentrate the slurry to
approximately I0 wt%;and rewash the slurry to remove the nitrite



with a filtration dilution process in a stainless steel facility utilizing a
cross flow filter. The filtrate will be restripped to remove benzene
prior to transfer to ITP.

• Vitrlfication--S Area (DWPF): DWPF vitrifies the liquid high-level
radioactive waste into a glass form. Two chemically treated waste
streams are combined with ground borosilicate glass and melted in an
electric heater. The molten mixture is then poured into ten-foot-tall by
two foot diameter stainless steel canisters. The canisters are
decontaminated and temporarily stored until transfer and final
disposition.

• Saltstone--Z Area: The Saltstone Facility processes low-level
radioactive liquid waste salt solution from ITP and the E_ by mixing
it with cement, flyash and blast furnace slag to form grout. The grout
is then pumped to disposal vaults where it hardens into a solid, non-
hazardous waste form.

The Consolidated Incinerator Facility is not considered a portion of the
HLW/DWPF system, yet its function is: to incinerate the benzene generated from
the DWPF pressing of _ precipitate; to treat various other site-generated
combustible waste prior to final disposal; to reduce the volume of the current
inventory of wastes stored at SRS.

A.2. In-Tank Precivitation Process Dest_ietion

The In-TankPrecipitation (ITP)process flowsheet shown in Figure
A.2 - 1 addresses the 1TPoperations pertinent to the process development and
operability issues. Chemicals of importance are identified in boldface.

"l'heITP process removes the soluble radionuclide 137Cs,and soluble amounts of
other nuclides--particularly 9°Sr,and Pu--from the dissolved salt solution.
Addition of an 0.5 ]_ solution of sodium tetraphenylborate (STPB) to the
supernate precipitates cesium as well as potassium, ammonium, mercury, and--
if the sodium concentration of the salt solution is high enough---sodium.
Typically, 96-99% of the precipitate is potassium tetraphenylborate. To remove
strontium and transurantcs, a slurry of monosodium titanate (NaHTi20 s) in
water is added to the solution which adsorbs Sr as SrTi20 s. Uranium and
plutonium are sorbed by the solid and thus removed from solution. The
precipitate is concentrated to a 10 wt-% slurry in a sintered stainless steel 0.5 _tm
crossflow filter and returned to Tank 48H. When the level of the tank has

decreased (due to removal of the clean filtrate) to a point corresponding to the
desired solids loading, fresh salt solution is added, and the precipitation and
concentration cycle is repeated twice more. After filtration, the decontaminated
salt solution is stripped of benzene (which arises from thermal, radiolytic, and
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chemicaldecompositionof,aswellasbeingan impurityin,theSTPB)with30°C
nitrogenina30in.dia.x36ft.longstainlesssteelstrippingcolumncontaining
20ft.ofpacking,and senttoTank50forultimatedisposalaslow-levelwaateat
thesaltstonefacility.The precipitateisfurtherwashed(whilethefilteris
runningtomaintain10wt-% solids)withinhibitedwater(pH maintainedat12
orgreaterwithNaOH) toreducethesodiumtoanacceptablelevelforfinal
dispositioninglassatDWPF. Inaddition,washingremovesnitriteand nitrate
(assodiumnitriteandnitrate)intheprecipitate.The washedprecipitateslurry
istransferredtoTank49,wheremore sodiumnitriteisaddedasacorrosion
inhibitor.Afteraresidenceperiodofapproximatelytwo years,theslurrywillbe
transferredtothe(as-yetunbuilt)LateWash facilityattheauxiliarypump pitfor
asecondSTPB precipitationand washingpriortodestructionofthe

tetraphenylborateandvitrificationofthe137CsatDWPF.

TheprimarypurposeoftheLateWash processistowash theCs-and
KTPB precipitatetoreducethenitriteleveland toremovewatersolubleorganics
priortohydrolysisoftheprecipitateintheDWPF precipitatehydrolysisreactor
where,otherwise,apotentiallyexplosivemixtureofhighboilingorganicsand
ammonium nitratewillformand depositintheDWPF processvesselvent
systenl.An additionalpurp_ istoreprecipitateanyCs whichdissolveswhen
CsTPBdecomposesduringstorageoftheprecipitateinTank49.

A.3. Extended Sludae Proceu Description
............ lw m

ExtendedSludgeProcessing(ESP)isperformedtoproducesludge
batchessuitableforfeedingtotheDWPF, and isschematicallyrepresentedin
FigureA.3-I.

FacilitiescurrentlydevotedtotheESP include:

. Tanks40and51forfeedingprocessedsludgetotheDWPF

• Tank 21forwash-waterstorage.

• Tanks40,42,and 51forESP operations

ESPperformstwo functions,asfollows:

a) _lurtlil_um dissoluUon. Some sludges from H-area contain
considerable amounts of solid aluminum hydroxide, which places the
sludge composition outside DWPF glass specifications. Aluminum
dissolution is accomplished by increasing the sodium hydroxide
concentration up to 3.0M with heating and sludge pump mixing.

b) Slud_ewashing.Initially,thesludgescontainfrom15to30% solids
andTOto85% saltsolution.Washingrepeatedlydilutesthesalt



solution with batches of inhibited water. For most sludges, the
number and s_ of wash batches is controlled by dilution, but in some
cases additional "washing" will be required to place some only slightly
soluble compounds in solution. Thus, each batch of sludge will require
its on unique washing schedule. The size and number of washes for
each sludge must be determined by taking into account such factors as
sludge settling time, thickness of the fines layer above the settled
sludge, available evaporator capacity, as well as the sludge
composition- A typical sludge batch will require about ten washes of
about 350,000 gallons each. After a few washes, wash water is reused
in washing other sludges. Eventually, however, all wash water is
evaporated. The overheads from the evaporator are condensed and
sent to the Effluent Treatment Facility for treatment and disposal to a
creek and thence to the Savannah River. The evaporator bottom are
combined with other salt solutions for eventual removal of Cs-i37, Sr-
90, and Pu-239 and disposal to Saltstone.



Figure A.2 - I. In Tank Precipitation Schematic Flowsheet
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APPENDIX B

THE E_ECTS OF ITP CHEMISTRY

B.1. A_ysls of,Material Balance for their,Process,

As conceived and developed by WSRC,the ITPprocess relies upon the
use of expensive and non-reusable reagents,sodium tetraphenylborate(STPB)
and sodium tttanate(ST). In the precipitatehydrolysis reactor,the
_traphenylborate undergoes acid hydrolysis to benzene and borateanions,
redtssolvtngthe alkali metals and thus effectively preventing reuse of 1TB.
Becauseof the reagentcost associated with the process,economics of the
precipitationstep will drive the overall process cost.

Accordingto the 1TPmaterialbalanceprovided during the review, the
process will treat 5.7.!06gal/yr. (2.16.107liters/yr) of dissolved salt solution
which, given the total volume of salt in the F-and H-areaTankFarms,amounts to
a i0 yearcampaign to treatthe entiresalt inventory. During a year, 230kgal of
STPBsolution (@0.5 M/liter and approximately1.2 kg/Uter, whi_ corresponds
to 4.35.10_ moles or 1.49.105kg _B/yr) will be used to precipitateK+andCs+,
Sinceeach mole of STPBupon hydrolysis yields 4 moles of benzene, the annual

rateof productionof benzene by the ITPprocess amounts to 1.74.106moles/yr or
136metric tons/yr. Over the life of the process,approximately1500metric tons
of STPBwill be purchasedand employed, resulting in the generationof
approximately2,160metric tonsof benzene. According to the WSRChigh level
waste forecastfor 1992,the amountof 137Csin the TankFarmis roughly 1.33.108
Ci, or I_ kg. Thus, to separate I kg of Cs (86,500Ci) from the TankFarmsalt
waste will requireapproximatelyone metricton (1000kg)of STPBand will in
turngenerate907 kg of benzene (the remainderof the TPBpresumablyexists

eitheras K+or NH; salts, Hg(C6Hs)2or unreactedSTPB).This calculationdoes
not account forthe roughly 10%of Cs which will be recycled to the TankFarm
fromDWPFthroughvolatilization in the melter;this will increase,by a factorof
1.1,to the burden of benzene produced by ITP.

Although currentenvironmentalpermitsfor the site allow 23 tons/yr
of benzene to be vented from the combined storageand process tanks and the
remainderof the benzene to be burnedas fuel in the secondary combustors at the
consolidated incinerationfacility, there is some question as to whether the use of
STPBis truly the best way to remove Cs from the TankFarms. The factthat
effective technologies are availableand could be implemented, and that the
regulatoryenvironmentin SouthCarolinacould significantly shift to a more
restrictivebenzene emissions policy, it is believed that the entireHLWcomplex
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as well as SRS itself would be better served by a thorough reevaluation of
alternative technologies to remove cesium from the Tank Farm.

B.2. !TP Pr0cess Chemistrv_and Associated Risks

The process chemistry of ITP is not adequately understood. The effects
of temperature, for example, have not been fully characterized and, in fact,
process temperature in ITP was described as an "uncontrolled variable" even
though early SRS documents (1) clearly identify temperature as one of the more
important factors for achieving high cesium decontamination factors.

The impacts of ITP on the overall waste systemcannot be
underestimated; ITPappears to cause more problems than it solves. These
problems include a need to control benzene emissions, increased flammability
risks, increased risks from aerosols, foams, and respirable particulates, increased
HLLW chemical reactivity leading to the possible formation of explosives, and
the introduction of extremely complex organic chemistry.

ITPsignificantly increases the overall flowsheet complexity. This last
point is most easily comprehended by considering the processing steps that can
be eliminated if ITPis not operated. In particular, the elimination of ITP would
also eliminate the need for Late Wash, the Precipitate Hydrolysis Reactor in
DWPF, extensive benzene abatement systems, and nitrogen blanketing over ITP
tankage and possibly other areas of the Tank Farm.

ITP requires the accumulation of large inventories of tetraphenylborate
precipitates and foams in two Type IIIcarbon steel tanks, Tank 48 and Tank 49.
These tanks require sufficient nitrite concentrations to inhibit corrosion. They
will also contain oxalate salts and, over certain operating cycles, Tank 48 will
receive oxalic acid solutions from cleanup operations in ITP. There is a concern
that this chemistry will become difficult to control, and that a potential exists to
form NH3, H2, nitrated aromatics, and organic salts at sufficiently high rates to
cause problems in the offgas systems and during HEPA filter maintenance.

There is substantial evidence to suggest that: (1) the presence of
organic chemicals increases the reactivity of HLLW through ionic, polar, radical,
and catalytic pathways and (2) the presence of oxygen with organic chemicals in
HLLW exacerbates this problem [2]. Moreover, this conclusion appears generally
true for many organic species. It is well known that many organic compounds
undergo radiolytic and chemical decomposition, and that synergisms between
these two phenomena may occur. Also, many HLLW reactions occur in parallel
by catalytic, ionic, radical and polar mechanisms. It is also known that these
reactions fall generically within the category of chain reactions, and when
chemical chain reactions become self-sustaining, they tend to exotherm.

Aromatic species (e.g., STPB and its degradation products) are of
particular concern for several reasons. First, they can nitrate and form explosive
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compounds (in the case of highly nitrated aromatics). Second, aromatics and
nitrous acid can partidpate in ring-opening reactions that lead to the formation
of oxalic and formic adds, formaldehyde, quinone, hydroxylamine, hydrogen
and ammonia [5,6,7]. Hydroxylamine reactions are induced in the DWPF
Precipitate Hydrolysis Reactor to destroy nitrite, but they will also occur at
slower rates in all parts of the HLW System that are exposed to STPB and its
degradation products.

Hydroxylamine and quinone can form from STPB degradation. This
results from secondary reactions with phenol (i.e., as phenoxicle _D'). The
reaction sequence involves nitrite and aluminate, both of which are present in
SRP wastes. In particular:

OO" + AI(OH)3ONO" -* NOOO" + AI(OH)30" (1)

NO_O" + 2H20 _ H2NOH+ tiC)2 + OH- (2)

Once hydroxylamine nitrate is formed, then the same reactions that are
known to occur in the DWPF Precipitate Hydrolysis Reactor will also occur at a
slower rate in ITP. Thus, the potential exists to form both ammonia and
hydrogen. While it is difficult to conceive of conditions that could lead to
NH4NO3 production, due to the high pH in Tank 48 and Tank 49, it is a concern
whenever ammonia is produced.

The reactions of particular concern are difficult to monitor and
evaluate on a small scale test because they involve low concentrations of
secondary degradation products. However, species that are formed at ppm
levels or less can be significant for ITP process chemistry because of the large size
of the storage tanks, and the extended periods of interim storage in Tank 48 and
Tank 49.

An inadequate understanding of ITPprocess chemistry also results in
other concerns (e.g., benzene stripper operability, filter dogging, washing, and
the disposal of acidic wash solutions). WSRC now plans to discharge oxalic acid
washes directly into Tank 48 although the ITPDesign Basis Document calls for
in-line neutralization, and the planned procedure of dumping acids directly into
carbon steel tanks violates historical Tank Farm practice. Hence there are
concerns about corrosion in Tank 48, but also the potential to form low pH
regions on the tank that will result in unfavorable chemistry.

The proposed ITPoperation is not a simple filtration process. It is
complicated by the existence of multiple solid phases and a foam phase. Samples
at TNX illustrate this point. Upon standing, samples appear to have four distinct
phases. The top phase consists mostly of a STPBfoam. If allowed to dry, this
foam becomes crusty and is easily crumbled into a dusty powder that could
become airborne.
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Beneath the foam phase, lies an STPB precipitate phase that
agglomerates and appears to harden somewhat, at least in the absence of intense
radiation. Beneath the STPBprecipitate phase is an aqueous phase that is fairly
clear and easily filtered. On the bottom, samples contain a KTPBprecipitate
phase.

Additional work is needed to characterize the nature of particulates in
ITP slurry solutions and to address related process chemistry and
phenomenology questions. A few of the more relevant questions are
summarized below.

• The effects of exposing STPB to oxalic acid are questioned because the
current plan calls for dumping 5 wt% oxalic acid solutions directly into
Tank 48. If the tank is not mixed at the time, these solutions will come
into contact with STPB foam and coalesced STPBprecipitate. It is
expected that pools of oxalic acid will form on top of an STPB foam
and coalesced precipitate phase. The net result will be a rapid
degradation of STPB, generation of "tar",and increased filtration
problems.

• The hydraulics of tank mixing not well understood. It is questionable
whether the rapid neutralization of oxalic add will occur unless a high
tank Reynolds number is maintained throughout the time that oxalic
acid solutions are dumped into Tank 48.

Tank mixing studies are also needed for better estimating filter
performance. Unfortunately, all filter tests at TNX have been done
under most favorable conditions with respect to tank mixing and are
not, therefore, adequately representative of anticipated conditions in
Tank 48.

• There have been no extended filtration tests representative of the
multiple steps, performed over 150 days per cycle as are planned. No
data were available indicating that multiple batches can be processed
in Tank 48 without excessive filter plugging. The results presented
were under most favorable conditions using fresh precipitate without
degradation products and filtered over brief periods of time (a few
days only). These results are encouraging, but cannot be reliably
extrapolated to anticipate full cycle performance for ITP.

• Tetraphenylborate precipitates adsorb benzene and decrease its partial
pressure. Small concentrations of STPB (e.g., saturated filtrate
solutions) also decrease benzene partial pressures, but this effect has
not been measured. However, limited tests with 10 wt% KTPBat 22
and 40°C indicate a sizable effect occurs. At high concentrations,
benzene affects the morphology of KTPBprecipitate. It becomes more
fluid, similar to a viscous oil. Fresh KTPB (10 wt%) is apparently
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saturated by benzene at about 0.12 M or 92,000 ppm. This illustrates
that the predpitate phase has considerable ability to accumulate
benzene and, therefore, simple benzene partial pressure measurements
over solutions containing predpttate and foam may be misleading.

The phenomenology is important for filter performance, slurry
transport, benzene stripper performance. Slurries with high
concentrations of adsorbed benzene are not proven to be filterable.

Since STPB decreases benzene partial pressure, it also makes it more
difficult to strip benzene.

Slurry transportability is affected by the viscosity of the precipitate and
ben_ne phase. More importantly, agitation of predpitate phases
containing high concentrations of adsorbed benzene will result in some
benzene release. This raises the possibility of excessive benzene
emissions and safety concerns due to transient releases from
metastable precipitate phases that have been allowed to remain
quiescent for extended time periods (e.g., as now probably exist in
Tank 48).

* The addition of tri-n-butyi phosphate (TBP) to STPB containing
solutions forms microemulsions. Such microemulsions will increase
the benzene capacity of that phase (i.e., decrease the benzene partial
pressure over such solutions). Thus, while TBP may have benefit with
respect to reducing foam production in STPBfiltrates, it will also make
it more difficult to strip benzene. This problem is not being adequately
considered by the stripper test program

• Earlier studies indicate that foam problems in slurries and filtrates are
not well understood [8,9,10]. Sodium tetraphenylborate is an anionic
surfactant. This fact is apparent simply from shaking STPB solutions,
and a foam problem results whenever air or gases are mixed with
STPB solutions.

Surfactants have several properties of vital interest for ITP. First, it is
usually true that even very low surfactant concentrations can result in
colloidal suspensions, microemulsions, or foams, and STPB solutions
appear to be no exception to this rule. Second, foam, colloid, and
microemulsion problems exist for both the STPBslurry solution and its
filtrate. This means that filtrate solutions can also form foams, as is
now suspected to occur in the benzene stripper column. Second,
colloidal suspensions and microemulsions effectively increase the
capacity of a filtrate phase to dissolve benzene.

• If the order of chemical addition is reversed as now proposed, then
foaming in Tank 48 may be a problem, in particular, the addition of
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salt solution into Tank 48 from the top of the tank while it contains
STPB may produce large amounts of foam.

• It is possible that Tank 48 could experience foam overflow as has
already occurred at TNX and at _ in cold tests, either from excessive
mixing in Tank 48, dropping salt solutions into Tank 48 when it
contains STPBsolution, or from accidental air sparging of the filters
during blowdown and cleanup operations. _is occurrence could
potentially plug HEPA filters supporting Tank 48, resulting in the
release of airborne radioactive droplets through the offgas system.

• STPBslurries form foams and, through raising and lowering of tank
liquid levels, leave dry solid deposits on the walls of Tank 48 and
cooling coils of the tank. Tests have indicated that such deposits, and
possibly the foam, are flammable. Because STPB particulates burn
with a sooty smoke, a fire in the Tank 48 offgas system could result in
an airborne radiological threat.

• STPB fo_ foam which can dry out and form crumbly, radioactive
dusts that could become airborne. This phenomenon, plus the cyclic
operation of ITP which causes large changes in the liquid levels, could
result in high airborne particulate concentrations during extended ITP
operation, and could eventually require frequent HEPA changeouts.

• Foam and precipitate particles in the HEPA filterswill adsorb
significant concentrations of benzene liberated from Tank 48. Benzene
evaporation during HEPA changeout could increase the mobility of
radioactive particulates contaminating the spent HEPA filters, and
could potentially produce radioactive aerosols as mixtures of benzene,
partially dried CsTPB precipitate and foam, and other radionuclides.
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APPENDIX C

LIST OF ACRONYMS

AOP Annual Operating Plan
APP Auxiliary Pump Pit
CAA Clean Air Act

CIF Consolidated Incinerator Facility

CX Categorical Exclusion
DB Diversion Box

DNFSB Defense Nuclear Facility Safety Board

DOE Department of Energy

DOE/DP DOE Office of Defense Programs
DOE/EM DOE Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste Mgt.

DOE/HQ DOE Headquarters
DOE/SR DOE Savannah River Field Office

DWPF Defense Waste Processing Facility

EIS Environmental Impact Statement

EP EmergencyPlanning

EPA EnvironmentalProtectionAgency

ESP ExtendedSludgeProcessing

FFA FederalFacilitiesAgreement

HE/vIE HighE_ciencyMistEliminator

HHW HighHeatWaste

HLW HighLevelWaste

HLWRS HighLevelWasteRemediationSystem

HM H-Canyonmodifiedwaste

HI_ HealthPhysicsTechnician

ITP In-Tank Precipitation

ITR Independent Technical Review

IX Ion Exchange

KTPB PotassiumTetraphenylBorate

LANL LosAlamosNationalLaboratory
LHW Low HeatWaste



LLLW LiquidLow LevelWaste
LLW Low LavelWaste

LW LateWash

M&O Managementand _rations
NESHAP NationalEmissionStandardforHazardousAirPollutants

NMTF New WasteTransferFacility

OPC OtherProjectCosts

ORE OperationalReadinessEvaluation

ORR OperationalReadinessReview

P&ID Pipingand InstrumentationDia_am

PHA PrecipitateHydrolysis

POD PlanoftheDay
POW PlanoftheWeek

RBOF ReceiptBasinforOffsiteFuel

RHLWE Replacement_gh _vei WasteEvaporator

SA EISSupplementalAnalysis

SAR Safety Analysis Report

SCDHEC SouthCarolinaDepartmentofHealth& EnvironmentalControl

SDD System Design Description

SNL Sandia National Laboratory
SRS SavannahRiverSite

SRTC SavannahRiverTechnologyCenter

STPB SodiumTetraphenylBorate

TBP TributylPhosphate
TEC TotalEstimatedCost

TNX Pilot Plant facilities for SRTC

TOB TechnicalOversightBoard
TPB TetraphenylBorate

TRG TechnicalReviewGroup

TRU Transuranic

USQ UnreviewedSafetyQuestion

USQD UnresolvedSafetyQuestionDetermination

WAC WasteAcceptanceCriteria
WBS Work BreakdownStructure

WM&ER WasteManagementandEnvironmentalRestoration

WSRC WestinghouseSavannahRiverCompany



APPENDIX D

SCOPE AND ME_OD OF ASSESSMENT

D.I. Sco_e OfAuessment

To place reasonable bounds on resources (time, __nnel,
documentation) required for this review, a limitation was placed on its focus and
duration. The scope of the technical assessment was focused primarily at the
operability of In-Tank Precipitation and Extended Sludge Processing, and the
relationshipwithotherelementswlthJntheLiquidWasteProcessingSystemat
SRS,includingtheTankFarm,evaporators,theproposedLateWash facility,the
DefenseWasteProcessingFacilityand _Itstoneoperations.Thereviewduration
wasshort:the_ Team consideredITPand ESP astheyexistedduringthe
periodfromMarch8toMarch26,1993.Resultsoftesting,processmodifications,
andsystemchangesafterthattimeperiodwerenotconsiderintheassessment.

D.2. ]Vlethodof Amum,nt

ThisITRwas basedon the"CharterfortheIndependentTechnical
Review of In-Tank Precipitation (ITP) and Extended Sludge P_sslns (F_P) at i
the Savannah River Site" (Section D.3), developed and approved by DOE prior to
the review of ITP/ESP.

Basedon theITP/ESPCharterand previousITRcharters,thepurpose
ofIndependentTechnicalReviewsistoassesswhetherengineeringpracticeis
developedtoapointthatspecificmajorprojects/activitiescanbeexecuted
withoutsignificanttechnicalproblems.TheobjectiveoftheITRTeam isto
producea documented,independent,engineeringreviewofmajorprojects
fundedbyDOE-EM. Eachreviewprovidesafactualunderstandingoftheactual
situationatthetimeofthereview.Theoutputofthereviewisacleararticulation
ofthestrengthsandweaknessesinthetechnologyand engineeringpractice,the
majoruncertainties,andsuggestionsonbeneficialcoursesofaction.

Fig.D-IoutlinesthestructureoftheIndependentTechnicalReview
OrganLTationwhichissubdividedintotwo groups,the_ Team,and the
TechnicalOversightBoard(TOB).The ITRTeam iscomprisedoftechnical
expertswho examinethedetailsofag_venproject,developa thorough
understandingoftheProjectand thefactorsandconditionsthatareimportantto
itseventualsuccess,and thenusethatinputasthebasisfordevelopinga
technicalassessmentoftheproject'sstatus.TheTOB iscomposedofseniorlevel
individualswho haveextensiveexperienceinthedevelopment,execution,
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management and evaluation of large and techni_lly involved projects. They
provide a solid referen_ point of experience and ideas againstwhich the
Team can test its ideas regardinglin_ of inquiry,and the logic and validity of
findings and conclusion.

The _/ESP independent TechnicalReviewTeamconsistedof 9
technicalpersonnel and associatedsupport personnel. Thememberswere
employees of various organizations including. _E/West Val]ey,_ Alamos
National Laboratory,SandiaNational Laboratories,and privateconsultants.
Resumes of the ITP/F_P _ members and a listingof the TaB membership are
provided in Appendix E.

I EM-1Officeof EnvlronwmntalRutomtlon

I and WasteMan|gaunt

Fig. D-1 Independent Technical Review Organization

Theon-site review process consistedof document review, formal
presentations by WSRC,During the first week at SR5,March8-12,1993, the ITR
Team listened to formal presentations given by WSRCpersonnel,toured the
ITP/ESP fad!ities, reviewed documents, participatedin informalgroup and
individual discussions and interviews with WSRCand DOE/SRpersonnel, and
gathered information. During the week of March15,1993, the ITRTeammet at
Sandia National Laboratories(SNL)and reevaluatedthe review lines of inquiry



for the second week site visit, and read doo.trnentation.Duringthe second week
at SP,.S,March_-26, I_3, the _ Team,specifictopics were discumd with
WSRCand _E/SR personnel. During the week o(March 29, the _ Teammet
at LosAlamol National laboratory to develop consensus assessment issues and
to initiate preparationof a draft _/F.SP Assessment Report.

D.3. £haxtE

_. _°rter establishesan IndependentTechnicalReviewTeam (ITR
or Red Team)to perform aU. S.Departmentof l_ners),Headquarters'
(DOE/H(2) review of olratton.,techr_calbasis,and process technolo_ issues
related to In-TankPrecipitationand ExtendedSludgeProcessing(ITP/ESP)at
the DOE'sSavannahRiverSite (SRS).

The In-TankPrecipitation (ITP)processremoves radionuciidesfrom
dissolved salt solutions by precipitationand adsorption,and thenseparates the
resulting high-,activitysolids from the decontaminatedsalt solution via gravity
and filtration. The high-activityprecipitateslun7 is stored and transferredto the
Defense Waste Processing Facility(DWPF).The low-activity decontaminated
salt solution is stored and transferredto the Saltstonefacility. ExtendedSludge
Processing _SP) prepares feeds_ forthe DWPFby washing the sludges to
remove soluble salts, and when necessary, by treatingsludges with caustic to
dissolve aluminum. Proper feedstock preparationis requiredfor DWPF
operation.

b.a.2.
The objectivesof this ITRassessment areto review the operabilityof

the ITP/ESPprocesses, the chemicalproblemsassociatedwith the ITP/ESP
processes, to evaluate equipmentadequacyrelativeto its intended function, and
to assess the impact of these operability, chemicaland mechanical issues on other
facets of the liquid waste processing functionat SITS.

D.3.3. ITR Interfaces
The ITRTeamwill performits activitiesunder the general directionof

DOE/HQ Office of TechnicalSupport,EM-35. The DOE/HQ Vitrification
ProjectDivision, EM-343,will serve as a technicaladvisor to EM-35,and will be
informed on review activities.

TheDOE SavannahRiverFieldOffice(DOE/SR) will coordinate the
interfacebetween the ITRTeamand Westinghouse SavannahRiver Company
(WSRC),and other site-associated personnel. Direct discussions withWSRCstaff
will be requiredduringperformance of the review and, to the extent practical,
DOE/SR shall participatein these discussions.



D.3.4. ITRTlsk DescrlDHo_
_e workto_ perfo_ed underthischarteris comprisedofthe

following tasks:

ITP_SP System Evaluation

The_ Teamwill perfo_ a system level assessment focused on the
ITP/ESP processesand theirrelationshipwith other facilitieswithin the waste
processing systemat SR. Inputs to, and outputs from, the _/ESP shall be
evaluated to determinecapabilities,constraintsand interfacesbetween the
ITP/ESP and othersystem functionssuch as the TankFarm, the DWPF, the
Saltstone Facility,etc. _/ESP functions and requirements shall be reviewed to
assess the facilitycapabilities.

ITP/ESPProcessEvaluation

The _ Teamwill evaluate the ITPand _P feed, process,process
controls and products to determineprocess operability. Theeffe_ of chemical
compositions, reactionsand stability, and rheolo$_ on the chemicalprocess shall
be evaluated.

The adequacyand conditionof process equipment, such as filters,shall
also be consideredthroughall process phases. In particular,the filterdesign
basis, its testing programand operationalstatus, and _ehnical "bottlenecks"shall
be assessed.

Processhazardsand mitigation methods :_._allbe addr_sed.

ITP/ESPEquipmentTee.hnicalIssues

TheITRTeamwill evaluate the following specific process equipment
technicalissues:

• filter clogging in ti_eITPprocess;

• disposition of fouled filters;

• benzene stripping process operability and associated hazards in the
ITPprocess.

ITP/ESPSchedule Assessment

The_ Teamwill review the overallstartup schedule for the ITP/ESP
facility to determine whetheradequate resourcesand activity durations are
included, especially forresolutionof technicalissues, Additionally, the ITR
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Team willreviewthescheduleforpreparationand reviewofthe_/ESP Safety
AnalysisReport(SAR)Addendum toassesswhetheritsupportstheoverall
startupschedule.

Process-relatedissues

The ITRTeam willreviewappropriatetestand developmentdata,
interviewkeyoperationsandteststaff,reviewdesi_,eng4neerin8 andsupport

d_entatlon, andperformindependentassessment,asappropriate,to
determinewhetherthereareadditionalmajorprocessrelatedtechnology
concernsthatarenotaddressedbytheprevioustasks,andforwhichan
inadequateplanl:orresolutionexists.Forsuchconcernsidentified,theITRTeam
may evaluatecandidatecorrectiveactionsandr_ommend anactionplan.

__ Recommendations

The_ Team may providerecommendations,asappropriate,for
modificationstothe_/ESP processesand/orprocess-relatedoperations.
Assessmentsandrecommendationsmay alsobemade astotheimpactofthe
ITP/ESPprocesseson theDWPF processandoperations,and/oron other
elementsofthewasteprocessingsystem.

D.3.5. ITRTeam Oraanization
The _ Team-will _ist of a core group of knowledgeable,

independent reviewers with expertise in one or more of the following areas:

Inorganic chemistry
Organicchemistry
Processchemistryandsystemsengineering
Chemicalengineering
Sludgeprocessing
Radioactivewasteprocessing
Equipmentoperabilityandcapability,includingfiltersand tanks
Projectmanagement,costingstart'upschedules
Regulatoryaspects,DOE Orders,SARs

TheteammembersshallbeindependentofWSRC and theDOE/SR.
TheteamleaderwillbeselectedbyDOE/HQ OfficeofTechnicalSupport,EM35.

D.3.6. ITRSchedule

Team mobilization startJanuary19,1993

ReviewPlanPreparation February12-March5

Initialsitevisit February8



Document Request Memorandum February 12

Technical Oversight Board
Evaluation of Review Plan February 24

Team Member Orientation March 3-5

1st On-site Assessment March 8-12

Review Plan Revision March 16-18

2nd On-site Assessment March 22-26

Consensus Assessment
Summary Preparation March 29-April 2

TOB Review of Assessment Summary week of April 5

Assessment Summary to DOE/HQ week of April 12

Draft Assessment Report Issued week of May 3

Site Review of Draft Assessment Report week of May 10

Final Assessment Report to DOE/HQ week of May 24

D.3.7. ITP/ESP Process and Equipment Summary.

General

Aged waste is separated into two fractions in the waste Tank Farms by
gravity settling: a sludge-slurry fraction and a salt solution fraction. The waste
salt is decontaminated using a batch process in existing waste tanks by a
combination of precipitation, adsorption and filtration. The processed salt
solution is then mixed with cement to form saltstone, while the removed
radionuclides will be fixed in borosilicate glass at the DWPF. The sludge-slurry
fraction is prepared for the DWPF by caustic treatment of high aluminum sludge
to dissolve solid phase hydrated aluminum oxides, and water washing of all
sludge to remove soluble salts.

In-Tank Precipitation

Facilities associated with the ITP process include: Tank 48 (existing),
used to react dissolved salt solution with specialty chemicals to form a
radioactive precipitate slurry; the Filter Building, used to receive slurry from
Tank 48, to separate high-activity precipitate from low-activity decontaminated
supernate by filtration, to strip the low-activity filtrate of benzene in packing
columns, and to transfer stripped solution to other facilities in the process; Tank



49, used for storing washed precipitate from Tank 48 and to serve as a feed tank
to DWPF; Tank 50, used to store stripped decontaminated supernate from the
filtration step and to serve as a feed tank to the saltstone process; and Tank 22,
used to store spent wash water from the filtration process.

The primary components in the Filter Building include:
• Two sintered metal cross-flow filters located in steel-lined concrete

cells.
• Two benzene stripping columns filled with rigid metal packing.

Filtrate is striped of benzene by contact with a countercurrent flow of
nitrogen.

• Two 12,000-gallon Filtrate Hold Tanks (FHTs) for temporary storage of
stripped filtrate to allow product analysis before the filtrate is
transferred to Tank 50 prior to transfer to the saltstone facility.

• A process control laboratory with associated analytical equipment for
analysis of stripped filtrate.

• Piping valves, and instrumentation required to support the
components described.

• Truckwell
• Two ventilation systems to pull HEPA filtered exhaust from the

building and out through respective stacks. One system serves the
filtration units and truckwell area. The other system serves the FHT
are and the stripper area.

Extended Sludge Processing

Facilities associated with the ESPprocess include :Tank 42 (existing),
used for aluminum dissolution and sludge washing; Tanks 40 and 51 (existing),
used for sludge washing; and Tank 21 (existing), used to hold wash water.

D.4. Review Plan

D.4.1. Introduction

Independent Technical Review (ITR)of MajorProjects, MajorSystem
Acquisitions, and programs was established as a Department of Energy, Office of
Environmental Restoration and Waste Management (DOE-EM) activity in a
memorandum from the Under Secretary of Energy, dated March 29, 1991, on the
Status of the Hanford Waste Vitrification Plant. The DOE-EM ITRprocess was
developed from this base.

A memo to P. Thullen, Los Alamos National Laboratory from J.A.
Coleman, Director - Office of Technical Support, DOE-EM-35, directed the
establishment of an ITRof In-Tank Precipitation and Extended Sludge Processing
(ITP/ESP) at the Savannah River Site (SRS). As stated on the letter, "The
processing and operational problems associated with ITP/ESP facility in
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preparing the waste feeds for the Defense Waste Processing Facility (DWPF)
have created a critical need for an independent technical review and
reassessment of 1TP/ESP processes." The Charter for this review, Attachment 1,
establishes the: (1) Mission, (2) Objectives, (3) ITR Interfaces, (4) ITRTask
Descriptions, (5) Organization, and (6) Review Schedule.

D.4.2. Structure oftheRewiew Process
This ITRwill focus on understanding the technical basis, process

technology, and operational issues related to the ITP/ESP. The specific aspects
are presented as six tasks in the charter and are summarized here:

1. The relationships, interfaces and impacts of ITP/ESP with other facets
of waste processing at SRS, including the Tank Farm, the DWPF and
the Saltstone facility;

2. The phenomenology and process operability of the ITP/ESP, including
the associated hazards;

3. The adequacy of ITP/ESP startup scheduling, the potential impacts of
the scheduling on other waste processing facilities, and the preparation
of the Safety Analysis addendum;

4. Specific technical issues, including:

• filter clogging

• disposition of fouled filters

• the operability of, and hazards associated with, benzene
stripping

5. Identification of major issues related to the process, which could
potentially include project management and control, regulatory
impacts, compliance, etc.

6. If appropriate, the development of recommendations for process
and/or process-related issues modifications, especially in relation to
impacts on the highly visible DWPF.

D.4.3. Approach to the Review
The ITR/ESP review will follow the basic process developed for other

ITRreviews, with modifications for this application. For example, this review
will employ one team of approximately 10 individuals, which will subdivide to
review specific topics, as necessary.

The review team will consist of a DOE Team Leader, an ITR Team
Leader, team members and support personnel as required. Team members will
have expertise in at least one of the following areas: (1) radioactive waste



processing, (2) inorganic and/or organic chemistry, (3) process chemistry and
chemical engineering, (4) petroleum processing, (5) process technologies, (6) filter
technology, (7) program management, control, scheduling, and regulatory issues,
and (8) safety and hazards analyses. As required, the team will call upon expert
consultants for highly specialized information and knowledge.

Prior to the review, the ITRTeam will complete the development of the
draft review plan with specific lines of inquiry. Following the review, the team
leaders and team members will develop an overall consensus assessment report,
with appendices for addressing supporting information and issues.

The ITP/ESP review plan and assessment report will be reviewed by
the Technical Oversight Board (TOB). The TOB is composed of senior level
individuals who have extensive experience in the development, execution,
management, and evaluation of large and technically involved projects. They
provide a solid reference point of experience and ideas against which the ITR
Team can test its ideas regarding lines of inquiry, and the logic and validity of
findings and conclusions. The TOB will function as a check to assure that the
scope and depth of the science and engineering review are adequate to achieve
the stated goal, and to assure the proper systematic evaluation of the project. The
Board will also examine the results of the review to assure internal technical
consistency and to confirm that findings are supported with sufficient
information.

Initial preparation for the review will be carried out by the DOE Team
Leader and the ITRTeam Leader. This will include: team mobilization, initial
site visits, initial document requests, preparation of the draft review plan, and
review plan presentation to the Technical Oversight Board. Subsequent activities
will include team members.

The team members will be involved in three basic activities: (1)
preparation for the review, (2) the review process, and (3) report writing.
Preparation for the review will include three days in which team members will:
review the ITRprocess, as described in the Independent Technical Review Team
Handbook; complete the development of the review plan, with special focus on
the lines of inquiry; discuss the application of the ITR process to review of
ITP/ESP technology and process; consult with independent, non-site individuals
with specific information about the ITP/ESP or its relationship to the waste
processing system; and review existing available documentation. Preparation
may also involve other activities such as: revision of the review plan in the
interval between the first and second weeks of the review at the Savannah River
Site; or visits to other relevant sites such as Hanford, West Valley or
petrochemical facilities.

During the review, the team will have two primary site interactions:
the first interaction will concentrate on a "horizontal" understanding of the
project scope, underlying technical bases, and the site's perspective of the issues,
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through presentations, tours and document reviews; the second site interaction
will use a "vertical slice" review approach to pursue lines of inquiry on points
considered to be the potential bases for significant issues, via interviews,
discussions and document evaluations. The second site interaction will also
assure that initial information and understandings are correct and that potential
implications related to issues is accurately perceived and understood. During
both site interactions, the team will meet in private, as required, to consider the
progress of the review, and to revise the review plan as necessary to successfully
achieve the goal. Revisions to the review plan may require changes in activities
scheduled by WSRC.

Preliminary assessment report preparation can begin anytime during
the review period. Immediately follo_ng the second week site review, the ITR
team will convene at Los Alamos or SNL and prepare a consensus assessment
summary as the first chapter of the report, which when completed, will be
presented to the TOB and to DOE Headquarters. The assessment report will be
compiled by the DOE and 1TRTeam Leaders, based on information compiled
and written by team members. Additional visits, phone conversations or other
communication may be required to address spedfic issues that arise during the
assessment report preparation. The draft report will be reviewed by the site for
factual errors, and corrections made as necessary. Upon completion, the
assessment report will be submitted to DOE/HQ for disposition.

D.4.4. Lines of Inauirv
• , w

Lines of inquiry for the Tasks will be developed during the Team
Member Orientation meeting at Sandia National Laboratory (SNL), and revised
based on information presented at Savannah River following the first week of the
review.

T_alk/: ITP/ESP System Evaluation

Per the charter...

The ITR Team will perform a system level assessment focused on the ITP/ESP
processesand their relationship with othc facilities within the waste processingsystem
at SR. Inputs to, and outputs from, the ITP/ESP shall be evaluated to determine
capabilities,constraints and interfaces between the ITP/ESP and other system functions
such as the Tank Farm, the DWPF, the Saltstone Facility, etc. ITP/ESP functions and
requirements shall be reviewed to assess the facility capabilities.

Examples of generic issues that can be addressed include:

• Facility and equipment suitability

• Descriptions of elements and their interrelationships within the
waste processing system
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Potential lines of inquiry include:

• How is the ITP/ESP organizationally structured, controlled and
integrated with the rest of the waste processing system? Is the
organizationally structure, control and integration sufficient to
ensure successful operation?

• What characteristics of Tank Farm operations influence the
successful processing in and operations of ITP/ESP? Could the
chemical composition, phases and physical distribution of the
tank waste influence the successful operation of Me ITP/ESP?
Are the methods to move the waste from the Tank Farm to
ITP/ESP sufficiently characterized and reliable?

• What aspects of ITP/ESP willimpact processing and operations
of the Late Wash and the DWPF? _at DWPF requirements
will affect the successful operation of the ITP/ESP? Have
DWPF performance requirements been adequately incorporated
into the ITP/ESP process flowsheet?

• What aspects of ITP/ESP will impact the successful processing
and operations of the Saltstone facility? What Saltstone
requirements will affect the successful operation of the

/ESP? Have saltstone requirements been adequately
incorporated into the ITP/ESP process flowsheet?

• What aspects of ITP/ESP will influence the acceptability of the
resulting saltstone and glass waste forms for disposal?

• What synergistic effects does the ITP/ESP have on the waste
processing system? Likewise, what synergistic effects does the
waste processing system have on the ITP/ESP?

• What ensures that the waste can be processed in a cost effective,
timely manner?

• What differences in the current versus future understanding of
waste processing capabilities and demands could impact the
ITP/ESP and its integration with the waste processing system?

ITP/ESP Process Evaluation

Per the charter...

The ITR Team will evaluate theITP and ESPfeed, process, process controls
and products to determine processoperability. The effects of chemical compositions,
reactions and stability, and rheologyon the chemical processshall be evaluated.
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The adequacy and condition of process equipment, such as filters, shall also be
considered through all processphases, in particular, the filter design basis, its testing
programand operational status, and technical "bottlenecks" shall be assessed.

Processhazards and mitigation methods shall beaddressed.

Examples of generic issues that can be addressed include:

• Definition of output product requirements and current baseline
ITP/ESP flowsheet. What are the revisions that have been made
tothebaselineflowsheet,andthebasisfortheserevisions

• input/feedstock requirements

• Selectionofprocesstechnologyand methodologyofprocess
selection

• Comparative evaluation of alternative processes

• Operationalcontrolsystems,includingprocessvariable
selection,measurementconcepts,instrumentation,and
control/feedbacksystems

• Maintainabilityandoperabilitypotentials

• Wasteminimization

• Safetyandhazardminimization

Potential lines of inquiry could include:

• What is the basic science or phenomenology of the processes?

• Has the basic science underlying the processes been properly
and adequately characterized? How has the basic science been
verified through experimentation? Have scale-up aspects been
adequately addressed? Has the experimental evidence been
appropriately integrated into the process?

• What are the functional requirements of the ITP/ESP process
and equipment? What indicatior_ are there that the process
technology and elements will Perform to the expected level?
What is the level of confidence in these indicators? Which
"work arounds" have been considered to offset problems with
the process?
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* How hasthepomntialvariabilityinthewastebeenfactoredinto
theITP/ESP?What conditions,suchastime,temperature,pH,
potassiumcontent,orotherfactorswillinfluencethevarious
stagesoftheprocess,and towhatextent?

* What arethecomparativemeritsofaitemativetechnologies?
Has new technologybeenconsideredandintegratedas
appropriate?

. What istheavailabilityofadequateanalyticalchemistry
supportfortheITP/ESPprocessesand feed/product
characterization/assurances?

ITP_SP Equipment Technical Issues

Per the charter...

The ITR Team will evaluate the following specific technicalissues:

. filter clogging in the ITP process;

. disposition of fouled filters;

. benzene stripping processoperability and associatedhazards in the ITP
process.

Examplesofgenericissuesthatcanbeaddressedinclude:

* Processequipmenthardwarespecificationsandbases

. Processequipmenthardwaredesign

. Processequipmentperformancecharacterization

. Existingequipmentconditionandexpectedlifetime

. Fundamental filter design relative to expected performance

. Experimentalevaluationson filterperformance

Potentiallinesofinquiryinclude:

• Is the facility and equipment suitable for conducting the
I_/ESP processes?

. Istheequipmentsufficientlyreliableoroperabletoachievethe
goalsoftheITP/ESPprocesses?
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• What isthefilterdesignbasis?What isthehistorical
performanceinsemiworkstestingofthefilters?What werethe
simulantsand conditions(i.e.backwashing)usedinthetests?'

• What isthephenomenologyoffilterclogging?What isthe
effectonfiltercloggingbyprecipitationtechniques(e.g.rateof
addition,pH, temperature,agitation,precipitateresidencetime
inthetank),equipment(e.g.shearrateofthepump),and other
variables?

• What isthesuitabilityandoperabilityof thebenzenestripper?

• What is the technical basis and operating conditions for Tank 48
cooling? How do these--and other--'fa_ors relate to cooling
coilcorrosionandfouling?

ITP/ESPScheduleAssessment

Perthecharter...

TheITR teamwillreviewtheoverallstartupschedulefortheITP/ESPfacility
todeterminewhetheradequateresourcesandactivitydurationsareincluded,especially
forresolutionoftechnicalissues.Additionally,theITRteamwillreviewtheschedulej_,r
preparation and review of the ITP/ESP Safety Analysis Report($AR) Addendum to
assess whether it supports the overall startup schedule.

Examples of generic issues that can be addressed include:

• Scheduledevelopment

• IntegrationofITP/ESPschedulewithsite_chedule

• Schedulecontrol

Potentiallinesofinquiryinclude:

• What isthebasisfortheITP/ESPschedule,how was it
developed,andhow isitused?

• How is the ITP/ESP schedule integrated with other programs,
including the Tank Farm, DWPF, Late Wash, Saltstone, R&D,
other support?

• What is the level of detail in the ITP/ESP schedule? Are the
resource allocations consistent with the schedule? Are there

outstanding major procurement items?
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• Does currentfunding support the schedule, and what is the
performancevs. the schedule?

• Whatare the startupmilestones and are the definitions
sufficient forcommon understandingby all involved parties? !

• Whatis the level of commitment to the schedule by the
organ_ation?

• Whatis the status of the SARAddendum, and are there
activitieswhich would adversely affectthe schedule for
ITP/ESPstartup?

Process-relatedIssues

Perthe charter...

t n -TheITRTeamwillreviewappropriatetestanddevelopmentdata,lterwew
keyoperationsandteststaff,reviewdesign,engineeringandsupportdocumentation,and
performindependentassessments,asappropriate,todeterminewhetherthereare
additionalmajorprocess-relatedtechnologyconcernsthatarenotaddressedbythe

' $prevzoutasks,andforwhichaninadequateplanforresolutionexzsts.Inaddition,the
FIRTeamwillassessoperationalmanagementcontrol,andconsidertheimpactsof
regulatoryissues,environmental,healthandsafety,onITP/ESP.Forsuchconcerns
identi_ed,theITRTeamshallevaluatecandidatecorrectiveactionsandrecommendan
actionplan.

Examplesofgenericissuesthatcanbeaddressedinclude:

• Project/programmanagement

• Configuration control/management

• Production requirementsfor input and output

• Startupand operationalplans and procedures

• Cost estimation basis and control

• QualityAssurance

• Decisionprocesses

• Communications. paths and documentation

• Roles,responsibilities and accountability
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Potential lines of inquiry can include independent assessments to
determine:

• If there are additional major press-related technology
concerns that are not addressed.

• If the existing formality of operations have the ability to find
other potential problems, to bring the problems to the attention
of the appropriate level of management, and to organize
resources to provide an appropriate solution,

• If the responsibilities and accountability as defined and
allocated, integrate ITP/ESP into the overall waste processing
system.

More specific lines of inquiry can include full study of:

• The project management system and how it integrates to the
management systems for the Tank Farm, DWF'Fand Saltstone

• How is the operation managed to the project plan, How does
this management align and integrate with the routine
operations of the Tank Farm, DWPF and Saltstone.

• What are the current and projected impacts, barriers, and
constraints that result from external requirements of DOE/HQ,
DOE/SR, WSRC, N'RC,DN_B, etc?

• What isthecurrentand projectedcompatibilitywithapplicable
SAR (includingtheaddendum)and EI5?

• What arethemanagementtechniquestoencouragethe
discoveryandidentificationofpotentialsafetyissues?

• How arespecificresponsibilitiesandresourcesassignedand
trackedforinvestigations,technicalproblemresolutionand
work assignment

_' Recommendations

Perthecharter...

The ITR Team will provide recommendations, as appropriate,for
modifications to the ITP/ESP processesand/or process.relatedoperations. Assessments
and recommendations will also be made as to the impact of the ITP/ESP processeson the
DWPF process and operations, and on other elements of the waste processingsystem.
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Recommendations on p_ and/or process related modifications
will be developed at the end of the review, u necessary.
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G.3. ITRMember Credentials

Name: W. Stevhen Ketola

Position: DOE ITR Team Leader

Education: B.S.M.E., University of Idaho, 1971

M.S.M.E., University of Idaho, 1973

Affiliation: DOE/West Valley Demonstration Project

Experience: Mr. Ketola has twenty-three years experience in nuclear fuel cycle
related fields including Program and ProjectManagement, reactor
safety licensing code development, design, construction, fuel
reprocessing, waste management, high and low level waste form
qualification, waste management operations, regulatory
management, technology development, engineering, and
administrative duties in contracting, procurement, supervision
and personnel management. He is currently the Technology and
Engineering Manager for the West Valley Demonstration Project
responsible for development and implementation of the High-
Level Waste pretreatment and vitrification processes.

In earlier assignments Mr. Ketola has served as the DOE
Technology Manager for the Hanford Waste Vitrification Project,
DOE HQs EM-30 Operations Team Leader for the second EM Five
Year Plan, Project Manager for N-Reactor restoration, process
modifications at the INEL Chemical Processing Plant, and a
variety of related program activities at both Hanford and the
INEL.

Name: Deborah Bennett

Position: ITRTeam Leader

Education: B.S., Mechanical Engineer, University of New Mexico, 1978
Coursework for M.S.M.E., University of New Mexico

Affiliation: LANL, N-DO / RT

Experience: Ms. Bennett has been associated with Independent Technical
Reviews since early 1992, and has participated in activities for the
Defense Waste Processing Facility review at the Savannah River
Site, and the PUREX review at Hanford. She was the Resident
Engineer between LANL and the New Production Reactor
program in WDC, supporting the independent safety evaluations
of the proposed NPR concepts. Prior to that, she managed a team



evaluating the technical capabilities of nuclear subsystems in the
SP-100 Space Nuclear Power program. Experience with space
nuclear power systems was based on the technical assistance
provided to DOE/NE on the general development of Space
Reactor Power System (SRPS) programs, and specifically the
Thermionic Fuel Element Verification Program. Other previous
nuclear-related experiences at LANL have included: providing
technical assistance to NRC on technical issues associated with
gas-cooled reactor systems, carbide fuel experiments; and
experimental evaluations of fuel/cladding relocation phenomena
during decay heat modes for the Gas-Cooled Fast Reactor
program.

Name: Dale Blankenship

Position: ITRProcess and Equipment Subgroup

Education: B.S.,Chemistry

M.S., Chemical Engineering

Affiliation: Sandia National Laboratories

Experience: Mr. Blankenship is currently the section supervisor for operations
in the Microelectronics Development Lab where he works to
coordinate the effort of process and technology engineers,
computer integrated manufacturing engineers, technicians,
maintenance personnel, and physical resources towards the
development of new IC technologies. Prior work including
process engineering on thin film and chemical vapor deposition.
In addition to his formal education Mr. Blankenship has received
training in material science, electrical engineering, program and
project management, and quality assurance.

Name: lames A. Buckham

Position: Task Leader, ITR Process and Equipment Subgroup

Education: B.S., M.S., Ph.D. Chemical Engineering, University of
Washington, 1953.

Affiliation: JAB, Inc.



Experience: Dr. Buckham spent 22 years at the Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory, mostly in connection with the Idaho Chemical
Processing Plant. He began as a process development engineer
where he was responsible for the development of the world's first
continuous dissolver for spent nuclear fuel, and the world s first
high level waste solidification process for fluidized bed
calcination. He rose through various management positions and
was assistant General Manager in 1976 when he was transferred
to Allied General Nuclear Services as Executive Vice President. In
this position, and later as President, he was responsible for all
activities at the Barnwell Nuclear Fuels Plant. Unfortunately, this
plant became a victim of political opposition and never did
process any commercial nuclear fuel.

Following his early retirement in 1984, Dr. Buckham became a
private consultant. He served for 15 months as leader of an
Independent Oversight Team mandated by the NRC for the
Sequoyah Facility, a UF6 conversion plant in Oklahoma, and later
as a management consultant to this facility. He served on 15
Technical Safety appraisals for DOE, most as part of Tiger Teams.
He has also served on six other functional appraisal teams for
various offices of DOE.

Name: Scott A..Kinkead
b

Position: ITRPhen'omenology Subgroup

Education: B.S. Chemistry, U. S. Air Force Academy, 1974
Ph.D. Inorganic Chemistry, Umverslty of Idaho, 1984

Affiliation: LANL, INC-1

Experience: Dr. Kinkead joined Los Alamos National Laboratory in 1984 to
work on the Molecular Laser Isotope Separations and Low
Temperature Fluoride Volatility program. In his nine years as a
member of the Isotope and Nuclear Chemistry Division and the
Inorganic and Structural Chemistry group, he has worked in a
variety of areas, including energetic materials synthesis, gas- and
solid-phase transuranic chemistry, process development for
plutonium pyrochemistry, and chemical aspects of non lethal
defense. Currently he is involved in development of methods for
effluent monitoring in nuclear nonproliferation, nuclear weapons
dismantlement and disassembly, and development of advanced
separations for fission product removal from high level
radioactive waste.



Name: Kenneth D. Hair

Position: ITR Management Subgroup

Education: BSCE, Wichita State University, Wichita, Kansas, 1957

MSCE,University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico,
1967

Affiliation: Consultant

Experience: Mr. Harper has designed structures in the fields of aviation,
roads, bridges, buildings and facilities. Mr. Harper was in a
supervisor or manager role at Sandia National Laboratory for 18
years prior to retirement in January, 1992. All of this time was
spent in management of facility design. He has served on peer
review task forces to evaluate other Facility/Plant Engineer
organizations. He spent the last year his SNL career on special
assignment for the DOE ES&H Tiger Team Review. The
assi_ent started with the Pre-Tiger Team Pre Assessment
program where he served as one of 16 members to audit the
laboratories' activities. He served to head the team for all OSHA
compliance issues in the SNL counterpart program. For several
years he served as Staff Duty Officer, backup Crisis Manager and
Logistics Manager at the Emergency Operations Center for the
SNL Emergency Response Program.

Name: Boris Rosev

Position: ITRProcess and Equipment Subgroup

Education: M.S. Electrical and Mechanical Engineering University, Europe,
July, 1967. (NOTE: Evaluated and accepted by Columbia
University of N.Y.C., March 1970.)

Affiliation: LANL, N-DO/RT

Experience: Mr. Rosev has extensive design experience with the design and
management of complex engineering projects in nuclear and fossil
power plants. He has supervised the installation and
commissioning of fossil power units in Europe and the United
States, and has extensive supervisory experience with the
installation and commissioning of PWR and BWRnuclear plants
for Con Edison Co., Bechtel Po_verCo. and Ebasco Services. He



was then involved with the Power Division of American Arabian

Oil Company (ARAMCO) in managing complex engineering
projects that ensure the reliability and availability of power plants
within the ARAMCO System, and maintenance projects
associated with offshore oil producing platforms.

Mr. Rosev has worked at Los Alamos National Laboratory since
1987 on the design, procurement installation, and commissioning
of systems to provide pulsed power for the Nuclear Fusion
Research Experiment, and performing accident and system
analyses on proposed New Production Reactors.

Name: D. William Tedder

Position: ITRPhenomenology Subgroup

Education: B.Ch.E. w/highest honors, Georgia Institute of Technology, 1972.
M.S., University of Wisconsin in Madison, 1973
Ph.D., University of Wisconsin in Madison, 1975

Affiliation: Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering, Georgia Institute of
Technology

Tedder & Widhelm Consultants, Inc.

Experience: His Ph.D. thesis was completed under Professor Dale Rudd on
the topic, The Heuristic Synthesis and Topology of Optimal Distillation
Networks. He is a registered professional engineer in Georgia. He
was a staff engineer in the Chemical Technology Division of the
Oak Ridge National Laboratory in Tennessee from 1975-1979.
There he developed actinide partitioning flowsheets for
radioactive waste management, an advanced concept for
reducing the long-term radiotoxicities of high-level wastes. Since
joining the faculty at Georgia Tech, he has continued research in
radioactive and chemical waste management, advanced chemical
separation, and process invention (synthesis). He holds seven
patents and has over 70 technical publications. One patent is
owned by AFF, Inc. for the manufacture of STPB where he served
as a consultant from 1983-1988 and managed the design and
testing of AFF's proprietary process for STPB manufacturing. He
is the Senior Series Editor of the Radioactive Waste Management
Handbook, Executive Editor of Toxic and Hazardous Substance
Control in the Journal of Environmental Science and Health., and
Associate Editor of Solvent Extraction & Ion Exchange. He is active
in the Industrial and Engineering Chemistry Division of the



American Chemical Society and has organized symposia on
Emerging Technologiesfor Hazardous Waste Management. Three
recent volumes in the ACS Symposium Series resulted from these
meetings. Additional volumes are in preparation.

Name: Alan K. Williams

Position: ITR Management Subgroup

Education: B.A., Physical Science, University of Northern Colorado, 1952

Graduate Work, University of Colorado and University of
Denver, Chemistry and Management

Affiliation: Science Applications International Inc.

Experience: Mr. Williams has 41 years experience in the chemical processing
of nuclear materials. He spent more than 21 years at the Rocky
Fla_sPlant, where he specialized in development of chemical
processes for the recovery and purification of uranium,
plutonium and americium. He held increasingly responsible
positions in both R&D and Production Management. Later,Mr.
Williams joined Allied-General Nuclear Services where he
managed the Nuclear Technology Division, and later became Vice
President for Operations and Technical. He was responsible for
managing plant operations during pre-start testing, and for
providing the technical basis for licensing documents for the
Barnwell Nuclear Fuel Plant (BNFP). Following shutdown of the
BNFP, Mr. Williams joined Bechtel National Inc. where he was a
key member of the design teams for the Special Isotope
Separation _SIS)Project, and the Plutonium Recovery
Modification Project (PRMP). He also provided technical support
to the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL)on
developing and reviewing flowsheets for processing uranium and
plutonium for the Atomic Vapor Laser Isotope Separation
(AVLIS) program.

Mr. Williams is currently employed by SAIC. He has participated
in OREs for B-559 at Rocky Flats and Cold Chemical Runs for the
DWPF at the Savannah River Site. He has also served on a
number of review committees for the DOE relating to processing
of irradiated nuclear fuels, uranium, and plutonium.
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